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Police find weapons in Batchelder room Ribeau
□ University student
violates student code
after campus police
seize weapons from his
room in Batchelder
By VINCE GUERRIERI
BRANDON WRAY
The BG News

and

Campus police confiscated
several weapons, including a semi-automatic rifle, from a student's room in Batchelder before
spring break.

Campus police confiscated an
AR-15 rifle, 49 rounds of ammunition, two eight-round magazine
clips, a 30-round magazine clip, a
box of .223 caliber ammunition
that is compatible with the rifle
and a "Rambo-style" knife from
the student's room March 13, according to public information
officer Barbara Waddell.
The action was initiated by a
complaint filed March 8 by the
student's roommate's parents.
Wayne Colvin, associate director
of student housing, was also involved in the seizure.
The student was informed that

no criminal charges would be
filed against him because it is not
against state laws to possess
firearms or weapons, Waddell
said. However, she said it is
against the code of student conduct to possess any kind of
weapon on campus.
The student was told he would
be held accountable for the violation of the student code, Waddell
said.
So far, the student has received
no disciplinary sanctions.
In a similar incident in 1994, a
resident of Compton Hall was arrested and charged with aggra-

vated menacing and possession
of a deadly weapon for possession of a .22 caliber revolver
and 85 bullets.
Jill Carr, associate dean of students, said no charges of a violation of the Student Code have
been brought against the student.
She also said no report has been
filed with the Office of Student
Life.
University President Sidney
Ribeau said he couldn't understand why no action has been
taken.
"I'm surprised that there has
not been any disciplinary action

taken through the judicial process," Ribeau said. "That's
clearly a violation to have an assault rifle on state property."
The weapons will be held in the
campus police station until the
student leaves school at the end
of the year.
According to Erica Whelan, inspector for the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms,
AR-15 rifles are classified as assault rifles by the Crime Bill of
1994, and manufacturing of these
weapons is illegal. Whelan noted
• See GUN, page three.

University racing car runs solely on electricity
□ The Electric Falcon,
built for the University
by Lincoln Electric, is
maintained and modified by BGSU students.

ucation major and Electronic
Falcon team member.
The Electric Falcon is driven
by Larry Crosser, a professional
driver, and the pit crew is comprised of members of the Electric Falcon Race and Design
Team.
By JAMIE BUDZICK
"We change 1SO0 pounds of
The BG News
batteries in 20 seconds," Perkins
said.
As auto racing's popularity
Along with the Electric Falcon,
expands around the world, names the race and design team is worklike Wallace and Petty have be- ing on several other projects income familiar to many. Here at cluding another race car. They
the University, there is a new are currently in conjunction with
racing icon that is beginning to NASA Lewis Research Center,
soar.
Teledine Line and Cleveland
In swoops the Electric Falcon.
RTA, in developing a 40-foot
A formula lightning race car, transit bus run solely on electricthe Electric Falcon is becoming ity. In addition, they are working
one of the elite cars of its kind. on an electric-powered Jeep, golf
Unlike the traditional Indy cars, cart and even a bicycle.
it runs purely on electricity.
"The advantage of an electric
Reaching speeds of up to 120 car is there is zero percent emismiles per hour, the Electric Fal- sions, as with a gas car the best
con runs on 336 volts of direct emissions is something like 90
current and uses 28 car batteries percent," Brewster said.
to power it around the track.
The idea of having an electriThe car was built four years cally-run society sounds appealago for the University by Lincoln ing to most, but the costs of proElectric, and is maintained and duction and capabilities of the
modified by students involved car itself need great improvewith the "Electric Falcon Race ment. The average electric car
and Design Team."
can run for about 30 minutes,
"When this program was start- while taking 90 minutes to reed, it was meant to be a research charge the batteries, while the
and design project so that we cost is out of the average financould implement what we've cial range.
learned through the race car into
"It's supply and demand,"
the automotive project," said Brewster said. "Once they start
Dennis Brewster, a sophomore building more the price is gonna
electronic technologies major go down."
and second-year member of the
As technology inevitably rolls
Electric Falcon team.
forward, the search for alternaThe Electric Falcon, which re- tive forms of energy will contincently finished second at a race ue Perhaps on the wings of the
in Phoenix, Ariz., is hailed as one Electric Falcon, the world will
of the top electric racers In the make a transition to electric venation. It competes against about hicles.
16 other universities which are
also Involved with electric cars.
"This is the evolution of elec"This car is consistently in the tric vehicles and what we're
top three in the country," said learning will benefit future elecSteve Perkins, a Junior music ed- tric vehicles," Perkins said.

DENVER - The woman who
testified Timothy McVeigh confided his plans to blow up the Oklahoma City federal building was
portrayed Wednesday as a drugusing liar who changed her story
to save her own skin and make a
buck.
In a persistent crossexamination of Lori Fortier,
McVeigh attorney Stephen Jones
sought not only to discredit one
of the government's star witnesses but to suggest she shared
blame in the deadliest terrorist
attack on U.S. soil.
"If your testimony is accurate.

BG Newi Pkot* by Jeremy Martin

all you had to do to prevent the more than a "Walter Mitty" - did she start saying McVeigh disomeone who merely fantasizes vulged detailed plans for the
deaths of 168 people was pick up
about grand deeds.
a telephone?" Jones asked.
bombing. Michael Fortier
The 24-year-old wife of one of pleaded guilty to lesser charges
"Yes," Mrs. Fortier responded.
"And you did not do that, did McVeigh's Army buddies ac- in exchange for his testimony
you?"
knowledged in a soft voice that and could get up to 23 years In
"No," she whispered.
after the bombing she lied to prison.
On Tuesday, she testified that friends, family and the FBI by
"Mrs. Fortier, would you agree
six months before the bombing,
saying she didn't think McVeigh with me that you either made
McVeigh divulged plans to blow was involved.
false statements to the Federal
up the building to avenge the
Through his leading questions, Bureau of Investigation ... or
deadly government siege at Jones suggested that Mrs. For- you're making false statements
Waco, Texas. She said he even tier and her husband, Michael to this jury of strangers?" Jones
used soup cans to diagram how Fortier, changed their stories asked.
he would stack barrels of explo- after they learned co-defendant
The question was quickly disalsives in the back of a truck for Terry Nichols was arrested and lowed.
At Jones' request, Mrs. Fortier
maximum destruction.
they feared they could be next.
In his cross-examination, Jones
And only after she was prom- read aloud a news iclease she
suggested McVeigh was nothing ised immunity from prosecution and her husband issued shortly

'

□ University President Sidney Ribeau
announces the first
of a series of
changes to create a
more streamlined
administration.
ByDARLAWARNOCK
The BG News
A more streamlined administration and a combined effort through particular divisions will be the
result of re-organizational
changes in the area of University Operations.
University President
Sidney Ribeau announced
the first series of changes
in the area last week.
Ribeau said he hopes the
changes will aid the communication between each
division.
"We're trying to streamline the administration and
trying to get areas which
were formerly in Operations put in places to work
more closely with people
doing similiar types of
things," Ribeau said. "It
gets them closer."
Bob Martin, the previous
vice president of Operations, left the position to
become the director of the
aerotechnology department
last month.
The duties previously
under Martin's direction
are being divided under the
remaining vice presidents.
According to Charles
Middleton, provost and vice
president of academic affairs, interviews are currently being conducted
through the entire area of
Operations.
As interviews continue to
be completed, recommendations will be made
for re-organization.
"We are a good way along
in that process," Middleton
said. "We're right on track
to have all of this completed
by the end of the fiscal
year."

Mcveigh's attorney discredits, implicates witness
The Associated Press

details
reforms

'

after McVeigh's arrest, in which
Mrs. Fortier says that McVeigh
was "crucified" by the media and
that there's "no way that he was
responsible for this crime."
"You were not distancing
yourself from Mr. McVeigh,
were you?" Jones asked.
"No," Mrs. Fortier said.
McVeigh, who could get the
death penalty if convicted of
murder and conspiracy in the
April 19, 1995, bombing, stared
intently at Mrs. Fortier, leaning
back in his chair with his hands
folded in front of him.
Much of the attack on Mrs.
• See MCVEIGH, page three.

Ribeau is requiring the
completion of the reorganization by June 30,
which is the end of the fiscal year.
He explained the changes
are based on developing
strategies to improve customer service.
Ribeau said when multiple departments are trying to work on the same
thing, they sometimes neglect to talk to each other.
Once combined, communication and service is enhanced.
"The idea is to create
synergy to get units closer
together doing similiar
kirn', of things," Ribeau
said "We're dispersing that
area to the other vice presidential areas. It's the way
that we capture some savings as well as create some
functionality."
•SecOPERATIONS.Page •►"*«•
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Deceptive illusions of our isolation
Your time of decay may be distant.
but It will surely come, for even the
White Man whose God walked and
talked with him as friend to friend.
cannot be exempt from the common
destiny.
-Chief Seathl (-Seattle"), from his
1854 Treaty Oration
Most people are on the world, not In
it—hautng no conscious sympathy
or relationship to anything about
them—undiffused. separate, and
rigidly alone like marbles of
polished stone, touching but
separate.
-John Mulr
I can't believe the price you pay
-Metallica
One of the most prominent
questions I ask myself is "Where
did it all go wrong?"
With each passing year things
get worse, and It seems like there's
very little, if anything, being done
about It.
Pollution and murder are at
seemingly all time highs; drug use
as a form of escapism is completely commonplace, and apathy
is quickly becoming a mindset
rather than an attitude.
Of course, every generation says
this, but that should be scarier
than It is funny.
We now live in a world where
both parents usually have to work
to support a child, meals are
oftentimes eaten on the road to
save time, and cars are made so
airtight that their drivers can't
hear the blaring sounds of sirens
50 feet behind them.
My question then changes to
"Why?"
Why don't people care?
Why isn't anything being done
to stop this?
Why are we ignoring the fact
that we're literally leading ourselves, as well as the whole planet,
to a premature grave?
As the word "we" crosses my
mind. I pause for a moment.

"We." It's a word people rarely
use to describe the human race
these days.
Nowadays it seems like
everything is a matter of "us"
and "them." "Me" and "you." "I"
and no one else. This attitude
frightens me because it shows
how much people are forgetting
what living on this planet is all
about.
You see. whether we (yes.
"we") realize it or not, all of our
lives are Interconnected. What I
do or don't do could easily harm
numerous other people in the
long run, and that's something I
always try to keep in mind while
living my life.
A few months ago a perfect
example of this interconnection
was related to me by a Cajun
gentleman named Allen Creppel
(and later restated to me by
Captain Cyrus Blanchard) In a
true story I call "The Tale of the
Water Hydriller."
A number of years ago the
crew of a ship sailing on the
Mississippi River accidentally
spilled some of the Water
Hydriller seeds they were using
as packaging material into the
river.
Seeing the seeds floating on
the water, the crew had two
choices before them: They could
either use a net to skim most (if
not all) of the seeds out of the
water while they still had a
chance to do so. or they could
Ignore the seeds and go on their
merry way.
As it ended up. the crew
didn't bother to clean up the
seeds.
This decision would have
been uncouth enough If It was
garbage that had been cast
overboard and left floating there
... but live seeds? Do the math,
kiddles.
As can be expected, the seeds

blossomed, reproduced, and
spread, eventually finding their
way into the swamps and bayous
of New Orleans.
Upon reaching this section of
Louisiana, the Water Hydriller
caused more problems then ever
before.
You see. the Water Hydriller is a
viiit-v plant, and a number of the
channels In the swamps are
relatively narrow. At the risk of
sounding redundant, do the math.
Furthermore, the plant kills
other plants, which in turn depletes oxygen from the water,
which in turn kills a number of the
shrimp, crabs, and fishes (yes,
"fishes").
This obviously causes a number
of other problems too numerous to
list.
While the residents of New
Orleans were trying to figure out a
way to deal with the situation.
Arkansas decided to introduce a
grass-eating carp to their waters in
an attempt to stunt the spread of
the plant.
Unfortunately for them, however, the carp began eating all of
the beneficial plants rather than
strictly the Water Hydrtllers.
The population of Louisiana was
promised that the carp wouldn't
spread to their swamps and
bayous, but, as Captain Blanchard
beautifully stated, "That was a
promise not kept."
To this very day Captain
Blanchard. as well as a great
number of other people, are still
trying to find a way to inhibit (and
hopefully eventually stop) the
destruction being caused by the
Water Hydriller.
Even now. as I sit here typing
this column, I can't help but hang
my head low.
I. perhaps even more than most
people, respect everyone's right to
live their life in whatever manner
they choose (granted that the

person or people in question
aren't blatantly stepping on
anyone else's toes).
You want to shoot heroin?
Fine. Do it. You want to wear
nothing but bright yellow
clothing? Fine. Do it.
Do whatever the hell you
want to do. AS LONG AS YOU
DONT HARM OTHER PEOPLE
IN THE PROCESS AND ARE
WILLING TO ACCEPT THE
CONSEQUENCES OF YOUR
ACTIONS.
Too many people are getting
so caught up In the hustle and
bustle of their everyday lives
that they're losing sight of the
big picture ... and that has a
tendency to cause serious
problems.
Yes. your life is important,
but (in my humble opinion) so is
the continuation of our species.
In fact. I don't think It's the
human species' right (or anybody else's, for that matter) to
determine the fate of this whole
planet.
Sure, an Irreversible world
fate might be a ways off, but. to
quote Lao Tzu. 'A Journey of a
thousand miles must begin with
a single step."
As much as I hate to say it,
given the isolated, egocentric,
and self-centered perspective
most people seem to have these
days. I can't help but believe
we're a lot farther Into our
"Journey" than most people
realize.
Aaron Weisbrod Is the Thursday columnist for The News.
Naturally, this column is dedicated to Captain Cyrus
Blanchard. Allen Creppel and
everyone else associated with
Li/' Cajun Swamp Tours In
Crown Point. Louisiana Questions and comments can be sent
to aaronw@bgnet.bgsu. edu or
210 West Hall

"Too many
people are
getting so
caught up in
the hustle and
bustle of their
everyday
lives that
they're losing
sight of the
big picture ...
and that has a
tendency to
cause serious
problems."
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Letters to the Editor
If you would like to submit a Letter to the
Editor, please follow these guidelines:
• Make sure the letter b 500 words or less.
Please include your address, major, academic class and phone number (phone
numbers are strictly for verification and
not for publication*.
• Letters must be typed, not handwritten.
Letters brought in saved on a Macintoshcompatible disk are preferred.
• Bring (he letter to Room 210 West Hall,
or e-mail us at bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Be prepared to show valid identification.
• Space limitations may prevent The News
from printing all letters received. The
News reserves the right to edit any and
aU letters.
• Anonymous letters will not be printed.
Copyright © 1997. The BG News. Bowling
Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this
publication without the permission of The BG News
is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the
academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions.

♦

■TONY CAVALLARIO-
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Gorging ourselves on Mclnformation
In the Information age. learning
for us is a lot like eating vegetables
as a child. Despite attempts at
reason from our parental units, we
never quite understood how eating
spinach (or whatever) could be a
worthwhile sacrifice.
Well, it turns out that a nutritional diet helps us grow and
develop to our fullest potential.
Who woulda thought? In fact, later
in life we will rely on that proverbial spinach to offset the damage
done by our excessive Junky meaty
Western diet.
What repelled us as children,
because we were either spoiled, or
perhaps Just upset by the unpleasant coercion, becomes imperative.
The spinach metaphor is a
useful one because, like the
essential vitamins one can only get
In a big, tedious bowl of leafy
green, knowledge is essential for
us to be prosperous, happy
humans.
This is especially true In harassed democracies like the United
States, where we are given the
responsibility to have certain
knowledge, but not necessarily the
tools to acquire or use that knowledge. I'm sure many of you reading
this column are familiar with this
obligation, especially those members of the notoriously (but not
truthfully) apathetic Generation X.
So It goes, the survival of
representative democracy depends
on citizens that know what's going
on. and take action accordingly.
We are obligated to know the
Issues, and make value Judgments
as to what side Is better for
everybody. If the right discourse Is
there, things will probably work
out.
Unfortunately, the same people
who decided democracy was the

right thing to do for America
also decided that lalssez-falre
capitalism Is the way to go
economically. In some ways It
Is. like our mammoth per capita
Income.
But the free market is bad for
democracy. There's a strange
cycle at work here that causes
market forces to cause media to
underachieve, which paralyzes
America's minds. I'm scared
because our generation Is
extremely susceptible to this
cycle.
I can offer two analogies for
the loss of Information In our
time. First, imagine really
yummy paper vegetables. Or
iceberg lettuce. Aesthetically
worthy and tasty, they have no
nutritional value. You may have
well had a piece of gum.
Second, imagine a delicious
cake that tastes like a Twinkle
but Is make out of wheat germ
and spinach. Go ahead, wash It
down with vegetable Juice. You
think you're in for a nutritional
panacea, but your body can't
digest the food. You are left with
a stomach full of nutrition that
Is going to sit there for hours
and disappears. You don't eat
for weeks thinking you are all
set. In no time you are sick and
green, so you eat another wheat
germ twinkle, and the cycle
repeats until you die.
The first analogy Is for. of
course, entertainment. Entertainment means something
which provides no other function but amusement. In
America, entertainment Is
everything.
Entertainment Is especially
good for consuming people's
time and money. Therefore.

America will do anything It can to
promote entertainment. One man
from France observed that America
Is Disneyland. Another said we are
Las Vegas and that we are Amusing Ourselves to Death. We certainly are earning quite a reputation.
Entertainment, of course, keeps
our minds away from learning.
Which Is fine, unless you do it all
the time. Then you are left with
only fleeting culture that allows an
overly ambitious Ideology to take
over the world without anyone
noticing. This has Just got to be
dangerous.
The second, and more frightening analogy. Is about
"edutainment." This Is a farreaching phenomenon which
Includes TV news. Sesame Street,
and the USA today. Its defining
characteristic Is decontexualized
information. That's a long word for
a simple concept.
The Information we are conditioned to rely on Is void of context
and critical distance. It's objective
all right, which means there's no
Inherent bias. For example, you
won't see a news story that says
' 14 people holding hostages were
shot In Peru. That's good." The
only bias Is towards entertainment
value.
Big concepts, like imperialism In
Peru, won't fit In the four minutes
of a half hour news show reserved
for hard news. So you'll get something like this: " 14 people holding
hostages are dead. Somebody
killed them. Maybe they were
trying to surrender. They took
hostages because they were mad."
Left out Is the Peruvian history,
the motives of the hostage takers
and the ltves that could have been
saved.

This Is decontextuallzatlon.
Without context, how could you
make the Judgement that It's
good that 14 people were shot?
Although far more challenging than "Who's The Boss." the
USA Today Is much more
harmful for democracy. It gives
the facade, like the wheat germ
twinkle, that the reader Is
learning about "the Issues".
McNews (USA Today's popular
nickname) and television news
should come with a disclaimer
that says: "Incomplete story.
Please go read a book about the
subject before you Judge the
situation."
I believe many of us have
caught on to this flaw In the
news media. That's why we drop
out and seek other paths
towards civic enlightenment.
Mclnformation. like McFood,
Is a farce. It lies to you. In food
land. I can add up fat and
calories and chemicals and
unfortunately-dead-bovlne-madcows and make an informed
decision on whether or not this
is food I want to put my body.
It's much harder to say the
same thing about Ingesting
Information.
Being raised on television, we
were taught how to read and
write, but not really how to
make sense out of the Information we see every day. We need
someone to teach us how to
make Information meaningful
before we can be obligated to
Judge anything.
Tony Cavallario Is a weekly
columnist for The News. Questions and comments can be sent
to tonycavObgnet.bgsu.edu or
210 West HalL

"The free
market is bad
for democracy. There's
a strange
cycle at work
here that
causes market forces to
cause media
to underachieve,
which paralyzes
America's
minds. I'm
scared because our
generation is
extremely
suspectible to
this cycle."
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Around Bowling Green
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Tricia Sielschott, junior human movement science major and Field
House supervisorjeaves the House at the end of her shift Wednes-

GUN

MCVEIGH

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

day afternoon.

a Risk management, directed
by Sandy LaGro, transferred to
most important dates of her tesoffice.
timony, including the days she the■Provost's
Capital planning, headed by
possession of these weapons is Fortier focused on her acknowl- says McVeigh revealed his
not necessarily illegal, if the edged drug use. She said she bombing plans in the living room Bob Waddle, transferred to the
weapon was owned before pas- smoked pot and used metham- of the Fortiers' Kingman, Ariz., Provost's office.
a Architect's office, directed
sage of the bill.
phctamines, or speed, since she trailer.
by Rollie F.ngler, transferred to
Colvin refused to comment on was a teen-ager, with her drug
financial affairs.
the situation, citing the confiden- use accelerating in the weeks bea Environmental health and
fore
the
bombing.
tiality of disciplinary records.
Continued from page one.
safety office, directed by Dan
She
admitted
taking
speed
in
Darla Warnock also contributParratt, transferred to the Prothe days prior to some of the
The first changes include:
ed to this article
vost's office.

Police Blotter
An Intoxicated woman refused to leave a restaurant
Thursday. She vomited and passed out several times. Police
arrived and the woman was picked up by her mother at the
station.
A man complained a suspicious vehicle drove up and down
a parking' lot last week. Police arrived and stopped the vehicle. The man said he tried to And a parking space but was
unable.
In the area of TYoup Avenue and East Wooster. an Intoxicated man swayed from side to side as he walked. He said his
friends left him at a restaurant and he was forced to walk
home. Police took him home.
A woman complained of loud music and singing coming
from a nearby apartment building. Police arrived and were
unable to hear anything.
A dead cat was found at North Main and East Oak Friday.
The complaint said it was flopping around on the road. Police
removed the cat.
Several Juveniles were drinking in a South Church parking
lot. When police arrived they found It was Gatorade not alcohol.
A man was walking around in a parking lot Sunday. He attended a party earlier and police advised him to And a place
to stay for the night.
While she was walking out of Walmart. a woman lost her
wallet. She called police and asked them to look for 11. She
later called back and said she found it.
A man reported another man was intoxicated outside his
apartment building. He said the man was yelling at children.
Police advised the man to return to his apartment and go to
sleep.
A woman called 911 and hung up before they answered.
Police called back and she said there was no problem, but
someone was choking before. She said It was OK.
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WFAL is sending three disk jockeys to the Rock 'n' Roll Hall of
Fame in Cleveland, where they will be broadcasting from 2 p.m.
to 6 p.m. Friday.
This is the second year the radio station will broadcast live
from the Hall. DJ Keith Jenkins was at last year's broadcast, and
he will be joined by John Finley and Billy Peake.

Winner announced for Alice Prout Memorial
Scholarship

OPERATIONS

University junior Therese Boyarsky is the winner of the 1997
Alice Prout Memorial Scholarship.
Boyarsky, a popular culture major from Euclid, won the $500
scholarship given annually to a junior woman possessing a 3.S
grade point average and demonstrating financial need.

Controversy erupts
at Nixon's Library

Philana Boles receives Richard Lenhart Activities Scholarship

The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES ~ Built to polish the image of the only president to resign in disgrace, the
Richard Nixon Library & Birthplace has ended up carrying on
his legacy of controversy.
There is a struggle among historians, heirs and political
patrons over who will oversee his
papers. There is a battle with the
government for control of his
White House tapes. And now
there is a furor over disclosures
that a new building under construction was bankrolled by the
family of a Nixon confidant who
was a raving anti-Semite.
"All this kind of feels like
Nixon is still alive," said historian Stanley Kutler.
The library, which opened in
1990 at the site of Nixon's boyhood home of Yorba Linda, traces
his career as a congressman, vice
president and president. Nixon
died in 1994 and is buried alongside his wife, Pat, at the library.
The latest controvery has held
up the construction of the Bobst
Institute on the library's
grounds. The family of Nixon
friend Elmer H. Bobst donated $6
million last year for the institute,
which would be the new home for

In an instant
a stroke can
change your life
forever

the Nixon Center for Peace and
Freedom, a Washington-based
think tank.
In recent months, scholars poring over the Nixon papers and
tapes discovered that letters
Bobst wrote to Nixon revealed a
fierce anti-Jewish streak.
"If this beloved country of ours
ever falls apart, the blame
rightly should be attributed to
the malicious action of Jews in
complete control of our communications," Bobst wrote to Nixon
in 1972.
On April 10, the think tank's
board of directors declined to be
housed in the building bearing
Bobst's name.
"1 don't want it to taint the
center," center president Dim it ri
Simes said.
Simes said he feared the Bobst
Institute would renew talk of
Nixon's own anti-Semitic rantings on recently released tapes.
"Why create a monument on
his library ... which would endlessly remind people not of what
Nixon did for the nation and the
world, but that unfortunate side
of his biography reflected in
several out-of-character statements?" Simes said. "There was
no anti-Semitic bone in his body."

American Heart
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Fighting Heart Disease
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University junior Philana Boles is the recipient of the ninth
annual Richard Lenhart Activities Scholarship.
Boles received the $500 scholarship and a plaque for outstanding service to the Undergraduate Student Government, where
she served as coordinator of the Multicultural Affairs Committee.
The scholarship honors Richard Lenhart, who was a University adminstrator for 25 years until his death in 1984.

Day of Prayer observed today at courthouse
The National Day of Prayer will be observed today on the steps
of the Wood County Court House at noon.
In the event of inclement weather, the ceremonies will be in
Trinity United Methodist Church.

Around the State
Hillary Clinton to speak at Ohio commencement
ATHENS - First lady Hillary Rodham Clinton will speak
at one of two undergraduate commencement ceremonies at Ohio
University on June 14, the school announced Tuesday night.
Mrs. Clinton will speak at the afternoon ceremony at the university Convocation Center.
It will be Mrs. Clinton's third trip to Athens. She visited the
campus during the 1992 presidential campaign and again last October with Rep. Ted Strickland, D-Ohio.
"Today" show co-host Matt Lauer will speak at the morning
ceremony.

13-year-old dies in stolen car while fleeing
police
SHAKER HEIGHTS, Ohio - A 13-year-old boy who was fleeing
police in a stolen car was killed after he turned off the car lights
and struck a tree, authorities said.
Kishawn Kimbrough of Cleveland was found dead behind the
wheel early Tuesday.
Police Chief Walter Ugrinic said the victim and another boy,
13, had stolen the car sometime earlier. The other youth, who
jumped from the car after the crash, was caught later.
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Royko, voice of Chicago's working class,dies at age 64
The Associated Press
CHICAGO - For generations of
newspaper readers, Mike Royko
embodied the gritty, no-nonsense
voice of Chicago's working class.
He delighted In exposing greed
and absurdity at the highest
levels, never letting anyone off
easy. His readers responded by
eagerly turning to his column,
wondering who would be his next
target.
Royko's death Tuesday at age
64 closed an era in Chicago journalism.
"He's an icon to many of us,
and his loss is something that hit
us pretty hard," said Howard
Tyner, editor of the Chicago Tribune, where Royko's column appeared on Page 3. The Pulitzer
Prize winner was syndicated to
more than 600 newspapers nationwide.
The Tribune today devoted
Royko's traditional column space
to reflections from his readers,
and one chose to honor Royko's
fictitious blue-collar alter ego
from the Polish neighborhood
where Royko grew up.
"Somewhere, Slats Grobnik
sits alone on a bar stool, sobbing
upon the loss of a legend," wrote
James Mertes of Rock Falls.
Royko died at Northwestern
Memorial Hospital, where he underwent surgery last week for an
aneurysm, a rupture or weakening of a blood vessel. Earlier this

month, he underwent surgery for
an aneurysm while vacationing
in Florida At that time, doctors
found evidence of a previous
stroke.
Royko's words were a cornerstone of the daily newspaper,
first in the now-defunct Chicago
Daiiy News, later with the Chicago Sun-Times and since 1984
with the Tribune. He wrote five
days a week for most of his career, then cut back to four in recent years.
Royko gained stature as a
critic of the late Mayor Richard
J. Daley at a time when most
prominent Chicagoans treated
Daley with cautious respect.
Royko's 1971 biography, "Boss:
Richard J. Daley of Chicago,"
portrayed Daley as a shrewd, autocratic politician who tolerated
racism and corruption.
In typical tongue-in-cheek
fashion, Royko suggested the city's motto of "Urbs In Horto" city in a garden - should be
changed to "Ubi Est Mea" where's mine?
The book so infuriated the
Daley family that the mayor's
wife persuaded a grocery-store
chain to remove the book from its
stores.
"Through the years my family
filled many of his columns, some
critical and some supportive, but
whether you agreed with him or
not, you had to respect his honesty and his love for the city,"

Daley's son. Mayor Richard M.
Daley, said Tuesday.
Royko tempered his political
commentary with wry observations on news, social trends,
his beloved Chicago Cubs and the
foibles of everyday life. Many
were presented in imagined conversations with Slats Grobnik.
At the Billy Goat Tavern, a
favorite downtown hangout of
Royko's, the walls are decorated
with photos of him and copies of
some of his best columns. Owner
Sam Sianis wept at the news the
man he called his best friend had
died.
"He was a man of the people,"
Sianis said. "He knew about everything."
Known for his gruff, often sarcastic tone, Royko's scorn could
be withering.
In 1992, a woman called him to
complain.. She had found a
2,000-year-old Roman coin on the
floor in her bank and returned it.
To her dismay, she was not offered a reward.
"If you don't at least try to return it, you're a thief," Royko
wrote. "So should we hold parades for people because they
aren't thieves?"
Some people didn't take his
jibes lightly, and in later years
some readers wondered whether
Royko was going too far. Where
once his venom was reserved for
politicians, he had begun to write
more about ethnic minorities and

gays, to the pleasure of neither.
Twice In March 1996, Hispanic
protesters gathered at the Tribune Tower to demand an apology for remarks in his columns.
Royko had written that tequila is
the best thing Mexico has offered
this century. Another column
took a jaundiced view of antiCastro Cubans. The protesters
said Royko perpetuated stereotypes.
Royko himself got into legal
trouble because of alcohol.
In 1995, he pleaded guilty to
drunken driving and resisting
arrest after a traffic accident
near his Winnetka home. According to court testimony, Royko
had begun treatment for alcoholism a month before the accident
and had enrolled in an after-care
addiction program.
Tyner, the Tribune editor, does
not expect another Royko at his
newspaper.
"Mike was a unique character
who grew up in a certain time in
Chicago history," he said. "Journalism has changed a bit since
then. Sensitivities have
changed."
Royko joined the Daily News in
1959 and won the Pulitzer for
commentary in 1972. He moved
to the Sun-Times in 1978 when
theDaily News folded, then
jumped to the rival Tribunein
1984, citing Rupert Murdoch's
acquisition of the Sun-Times.
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Mike Royko, nationally syndicated columnist of the Chicago Tribune, is shown here in an undated file photo. Royko died Tuesday. He had been in critical condition since April 23.

Experimental AIDS vaccine successful in chimpanzees
The Associated Press

people to know whether the approach would be useful.
Preliminary tests in people
NEW YORK -- Chimpanzees
immunized with an experimental already have begun to look for
AIDS vaccine made from HIV side effects and see how the vacgenes have been protected from cine affects the body's defenses
the virus for more than a year, an against disease. No results are
encouraging sign that the ap- available yet.
Weiner is an associate profesproach might work in humans.
It's the first time a "DNA vac- sor of pathology and laboratory
cine" has squared off against medicine at the University of
HIV in chimps.
Pennsylvania He reports the
Two chimps got the vaccine work in the May issue of the Institute of Allergy and Infecand then a stiff dose of HIV - 250 journal. Nature Medicine, with tious Diseases. "But the success
times the amount needed for in- colleagues at the university and with regard to protection is not
fection. After 53 weeks, there elsewhere, including Apollon Inc. any more or less than several
other concepts that we've seen in
was no sign of infection.
of Malvern, Penn.
"We're encouraged but cauThe work is "another step the chimp."
tious," said David B. Weiner, toward developing new concepts
senior author of the study. But it for vaccines," said Dr. Anthony
Harold McClure, who studies
will take tests of the vaccine on Fauci, director of the National AIDS at the Yerkes Regional

"But the success with regard to protection is
not any more or less than several other
concepts that we've seen in the chimp."
Dr. Anthony Fauci

Primate Research Center at Atlanta's Emory University, called
the results very promising.
It will be important to follow
the chimps longer to see if an
HIV infection emerges, he said.
The researchers are doing that.
Each chimp got two versions of
the vaccine, made from certain

altered HIV genes. The primates
got six injections over 15 weeks,
then two boosters later.
Scientists gave so many shots
because they were studying the
immune system response. If the
vaccine proves useful in people it
probably wouldn't require as
many shots, Weiner said.
Two months after the last
booster, the two chimps got the
dose of HIV. Researchers found
signs of a slight and temporary
HIV infection six weeks later in
one animal and eight weeks later
in the other, but after that there
was no further trace of infection.
In contrast, another chimp that
didn't get the vaccine became infected within two weeks of getting the HIV dose and stayed in-

fected.
Vaccines make the body's immune system build defenses
against particular germs. Some
vaccines use live but weakened
germs; others use dead germs or
germ parts. But DNA vaccines
like the one in this study take a
different tack.
The Idea is to inject genes from
the germ. The genes enter a
small percentage of body cells
and temporarily make those cells
manufacture germ proteins.
When the immune system sees
those proteins, it reacts as if it is
facing a real infection, producing
other proteins called antibodies
that can attack the germ and stimulating killer blood cells that
can wipe out infected cells.

Republic of Texas members arrested on way to join standoff
The Associated Press
FORT DAVIS, Texas - Seven
men armed with a variety of
weapons and carrying Republic
of Texas identification cards
were arrested today as they apparently headed to join 13 secessionists holed up in a remote
mountain area
And a sheriff said he believed
more members of the group were
on their way to the standoff.
Authorities would not comment on a report by KPRC-TV In
Houston that an agreement may
have been reached that could
lead to the secessionists' surrender. The station gave no details.
Members of a faction of the secessionist group, which claims
that Texas was illegally annexed
by the United States and wants a
referendum on independence,
have been in a standoff with
police since Sunday and issued a
call for sympathizers to join
them.
Thirteen people are believed
holed up in the group's trailer in
an unincorporated community in
the Davis Mountains.
Nearly 100 state and federal

officers stationed in the area
were reinforced by two armored
personnel carriers brought in
Tuesday. Bloodhounds and horses from the state prison system
were led past a police roadblock
today.
The seven men were stopped at
a truck stop near Pecos, 70 miles
from Fort Davis. Officers
searching their vehicle found
five semi-automatic rifles, one
shotgun, one .45-caliber pistol,
and several hunting knives, said
Texas Ranger Sgt. Steve Foster.
They also had ammunition, military rations, medical supplies
and fatigued uniforms.
None of that is illegal, Foster
said, but he added that officers
also found marijuana
All seven were carrying Republic of Texas identification
cards, said Reeves County Sheriff Arnulfo Gomez. He said he believes more members of the
group are coming because people
identifying themselves as Republic members had been calling his
office.
"I know they're headed this
way. I'm hoping there's no confrontation," Gomez said.

"We have seen this paper terrorism
transform itself into a more conventional
type of violent terrorism."
Dan Morales
Texas Attorney General
The faction's leader, Richard
McLaren, said the group wants a
cease-fire brokered by an international agency.
"We are under selfgovernance," he told WFAA-TV
of Dallas-Fort Worth in a telephone interview late Tuesday.
"We are in a state of war."
Of the men stopped today near
Pecos, officers had a theft warrant for James Leslie Williamson
Jr., 29, whose hometown was unknown. The theft warrant was
from Longview, in eastern Texas,
Gregg County authorities said.
Williamson is a member of
McLaren's faction of the Republic of Texas, confirmed a
spokeswoman for the group.

Jcanctte Kinman.
There were no immediate
charges against the six others.
On Tuesday, defiant Republic
members warned police to back
away, saying they would not be
taken by force.
"All they have to do is withdraw," one member, Robert Otto,
said in a telephone interview
with The Associated Press.
"If they withdraw, the defense
force of the Republic... will stand
down," he said. "It's very simple.
And then there will not be any
bloodshed. Surrender is not an
option."
The standoff In the remote
Davis Mountains, 175 miles
southeast of El Paso, began after

WELCOME DACK FROM SPRING BREAK!
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members of the Republic of
Texas took two neighbors hostage in retaliation for the arrests
of two followers.
Both hostages were released
Monday in exchange for one of
the jailed followers, a man arrested on weapons charges. The
other follower, a woman, remains
jailed on two contempt charges.
Six members of the group, including McLaren and Otto, are
wanted on kidnapping charges or
other offenses related to the hostage-taking.
"We have seen this paper terrorism transform itself into a
more conventional type of violent terrorism," Texas Attorney
General Dan Morales said Tuesday.
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"We have ample manpower out
here and we have augmented that
some, as you've seen today,"
Mike Cox, a spokesman for the
Texas Department of Public
Safety, said Tuesday. "And
(McLaren) is aware of that. ... He
is aware that we have slowly
moved in his direction."
Republic members contend
that the annexation of Texas in
1845, after several years in
which it was an independent republic, was illegal and that they
are its legitimate government.
They also have filed millions of
dollars in bogus liens against
Texans and public officials.
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Restoration of Garfield's home offers information
Restoration
reveals
interesting
facts
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

Two workers strip down the inside of Lawnfield, the Mentor estate of President James Carficld. The mansion, located 12m iles east of Cleveland, is in the final phase of a $13 million restoration project began in
1992.

MENTOR, Ohio -- Intriguing
20th century bits of information
have been uncovered in a $2.5
million restoration of Lawnfield,
home of 19th century President
James A. Garfield.
Garfield, the 20th president,
was a Republican who did much
of his campaigning at Lawnfield,
12 miles northeast of Cleveland.
He took office March 4, 1881.
On July 2, he was shot at a railroad station in Washington and
died Sept. 19. The Garfield Monument was built in 1890 at Lake
View Cemetery, where he was
buried in Cleveland.
Dan Cloud, a construction engineer and project supervisor for
the National Park Service, described the 29-room mansion as
one of the most complete of its
era.
The restoration is the last part

of a $13 million improvement
package of the national landmark
that began in 199Z
"This, for a guy who does this
type of work, is a job of a lifetime," said Jon Crudele, project
supervisor for RW. Clark, a
Cleveland construction company
and lead contractor on the
project.
He marveled at dovetail joints
on the original porch.
"I've never seen that as a carpenter," said Crudele, who has
been in the business for more
than 20 years.
When workers dismantled the
famous western portico porch
where Garfield delivered campaign speeches in 1880, they
found a 20-foot-deep, hand-dug
well, lined with stone and holding
8 feet of water.
Crudele speculated that it was
dug when the house still only had
two rooms.
Last week, workers found
several dated signatures and
room dimensions written on the
plaster, but no one is attaching
historic significance to that find.
Someone wrote: "T.E. Westlake, god's gift to women." It was
dated June 1936.

Suzanne Miller, museum curator and estate manager, said she
had no idea who Westlake was.
But June Williams, 79, said the
note referred to her goodhumored father, Thomas Edgard
Westlake, who died in 1951.
She said her father was a
Geneva painter and wallpaperer
who worked on Lawnfield. "I remember he steamed off the wallpaper and restored the walls
there," she said.
Crews are stabilizing the
house's support, reinforcing the
foundation weakened by groundhogs that had burrowed below it,
boosting sagging floors, shoring
up cracks in the walls and installing custom-made, period wallpaper.
There will be a new coat of
paint, likely white or off-white,
Ms. Miller said.
As many as 30 subcontractors
are expected to work under R.W.
Clark, which specializes in historical renovation and has done
work at the West Side Market
and federal courthouse in Cleveland and the tower at Lake View
Cemetery honoring Garfield's
wife, Lucretia.

Ohio to sue tobacco industry over smoking- related illnesses
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Ohio will sue
the tobacco industry, joining 24
other states that are trying to recover the millions of dollars they
spend on treating smokingrelated illnesses. Attorney General Betty Montgomery said
Wednesday.
The move was a turnaround for
Montgomery, who said in January that she would not sue the
industry at that time because of
the money it would cost to pursue
litigation and uncertainty over
the outcome.
But she said the recent settlements between the Liggett Group
- the maker of LAM and Chesterfield cigarettes - and some
states, along with talks other
tobacco companies have started
with the states, have changed the
picture.
Montgomery also said the state
now has the services of in-house
lawyers who had been involved
in trying to stop the sale of Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Ohio , now Medical Mutual of Ohio to Columbia/HCA HealthCare
Corp. The Ohio Department of
Insurance stopped the sale in
March.
"Last January, after almost a"
year of review, I made a decision
that the time was not yet right

for Ohio to sue tobacco companies," Montgomery said.
"Now, the atmosphere has
changed."
She also said attorneys general
from other states that have sued
the industry persuaded her to
join their efforts.
Montgomery said the state
would sue the tobacco companies, possibly next week.
According to Montgomery, the
lawsuit will claim that:
■ Tobacco companies use
misleading information to market unsafe products to consumers.
■ Companies have conspired
to restrict free trade and competition by illegally agreeing on the
most effective way to sell their
products.
■ The companies have misled
consumers to the companies'
benefit and to the detriment of
Ohio's citizens.
Montgomery said she was particularly concerned about cigarettes marketed to young people.
"I believe the evidence - and
certainly In the most recent Liggett settlement - indicates that
tobacco companies are targeting
children. We had suspected that,
but now proof is becoming available," she said.
The lawsuit also will try to collect money to pay for Medicaid

Looking for a class this summer?

claims and other damages resulting from the treatment of
Ohioans with smoke-related illnesses, Montgomery said.
She said her office was still deciding how to proceed with the
lawsuit and how much money in
damages it would seek. She said
the state's bill for treating tobacco-related diseases in 1990 and
1991 ran about $764 million each
year.
Montgomery said the state
would be willing to discuss |
settlements with the tobacco
companies, but not any that
would offer "blanket immunity"
from further legal action.
A woman answering the telephone at the media office of the
Tobacco Institute, an industry
advocacy group, said the group
had no comment because it involved possible litigation. She
would not give her name.
Montgomery, who has said she
will seek a second four-year term
next year, acknowledged the
switch in tactics could leave her
vulnerable.
"Politically, it was a tough decision to say no," she said of her
January announcement.
Democrats wasted no time in
criticizing the Republican's decision.

The Associated Pres

Attorney General Betty Montgomery gestures during a news conference in Columbus Wednesday. She
announced she will file a lawsuit against tobacco corporations seeking to recover millions of dollars in
losses incurred by the state treating smoking-related incidents.
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Army might expel West Point cadet Town plans garage
Woman accused
of rape charges
sticks to story
The Associated Press

recommended suspension for the
male cadet, who was found guilty
of having consensual sex while
on campus. The length of the
suspension was not specified.
"Cadet Collier was raped on
November 13, 1996, and she was
raped again today by this institution," her attorney, Alen Beerman, told reporters. "Su Jin
started this in order to expose the
conditions here at West Point."
Collier, a second-year cadet
from El Paso, Texas, plans to
pursue criminal charges of rape,
assault and conduct unbecoming
an officer against the man, her
lawyer said.
She was dismayed but not surprised at the findings, and issued
a statement through Beerman.

WEST POINT, N.Y. - A recommendation to expel a woman
from West Point who was accused of twice bringing unfounded rape charges will "have a
chilling affect on any female
cadet at the academy," her lawyer said.
An Army investigator recommended Tuesday that Su Jin
Collier, 19, be expelled from the
military academy for lying and
having consensual sex with a
cadet while on campus, both violations of school reeulaiions.
'"I must do this. [Rape] goes on
The recommendation came every day. I have to make it betafter the investigator found ter for the people who come after
Collier guilty of charges at an me,'" Beerman quoted her as
administrative hearing. He also saying.

As a freshman in 1995, Collier
said she was raped by a sophomore cadet, although she admitted they had previously had consensual sex. An investigation
concluded the rape charge was
unfounded.
In the 1996 case that led to the
charges against her, she said she
had a "friendly relationship"
with another male cadet, which
was romantic at first but never
went as far as sex. She said the
relationship ended in May 1996,
but he began stalking her, then
lured her to his barracks that
November and raped her.
The investigation concluded
she had lied in the second case
when she said she had not had
sex with the cadet in the past.

claimed she was raped, academy
spokesman Capt. John Cornelio
said today. Her case was
different because the academy
ruled that Collier had lied to investigators, Cornelio said.
The recommendations must be
approved by the academy's
superintendent and the Department r>f the Army. Collier can
stay N> school until the process is
complete, at least through the
end of the school year, Cornelio
said.
Regardless of the outcome of
her case. Collier plans to complete the school year but will not
return in the fall, Beerman said.

In an unrelated charge that
was brought in the civilian
courts, a male cadet was cleared
The reason that Collier in January of a rape allegation
received a harsher penalty than made by a female cadet after a
the man was not because she had May 1996 party in New Jersey.
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(3 left)
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The Computer Test Is coming!
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sale to reduce debt
The Associated Press
KIEFER, Okla. - Klefer Is
looking to dig Itself out of debt
closet-by-closet, garage-bygarage.
The town faces an estimated
$150,000 debt, and its 1,000 or
so residents are being asked to
gather bric-a-brac, old clothes
and used furniture for a garage sale aimed at making up
the shortfall.
"We've got to start somewhere," said Police Chief
James Poulin, who came up
with the idea. "I love this
community, and we're going to
need to come together and pull
through it."
He's already received 14
working lawnmowers and a
"house full of furniture" for
the sale.
State auditors will be examining Kiefer's books within
the next month to find out exactly how much the town 15
miles southwest of Tulsa
owes.
Trustees requested the audit Saturday, after a private
auditor told them Kiefer had
written hundreds of bad
checks in recent years. An
energy company also filed a
lawsuit against the town for
failing to pay a $97,543 natural
gas bill in 1996.
Some spending was undocumented, and the auditor
found that residents were billed too little for water and
natural gas usage.

"That's going to
have to be some
kind of garage
sale."

Marketta Davidson
resident

No charges have been filed,
but the town's clerk-treasurer
of 17 years, Linda Surmount,
resigned Saturday.
Poulin hopes to bring in at
least $300,000 through the
May 17 garage sale and auction sale of surplus city
equipment, including two old
police cars and a fire truck.
Some residents have
already started digging into
their pockets.
Through a newly formed
$500 Club, Mayor Rick Blankenship has received commitments from at least 10
people, each promising to donate $500 to the effort, Poulin
said.
Others are skeptical. Marketta Davidson called it "too
little, too late."
"That's going to have to be
some kind of garage sale," she
said.
Frank Briscoll also doubts
the city can recoup its loss
through a rummage sale. He
believes whoever Is responsible for the debt should re-pay
the town.
"They need to get that
money back," he said.

Gay couples in Hawaii
receive marital rights
The Associated Press
HONOLULU - The state Legislature voted Tuesday to grant
gay couples many rights and
benefits now enjoyed by married
couples, while putting an Issue on
the ballot that is likely to bar the
legalization of gay marriages.
The compromise bills were intended to reverse the Hawaii Supreme Court's landmark 1993
ruling that found a ban on samesex marriage unconstitutional.
Gay activists denounced the
votes as a sellout of rights they
feel they won under the high
court's decision.
Tracey Bennett, a leader of the
Marriage Project Hawaii, which
has been pressing for legalization of same-sex marriages, said
lawmakers traded some benefits
"for allowing the tyranny of the
majority to prevail."
Under the bill, same-sex couples would be eligible for inheritance rights, the right to sue for
wrongful death, spousal benefits

for insurance and state pensions,
among other things. The bill
would also offer such rights to
other pairs who live together,
such as a widowed mother and
her son.
But the Legislature also placed
a constitutional amendment on
next year's general election ballot that would give it the power to
reserve legalized marriage to
heterosexual couples. Public
opinion polls show that more than
70 percent of Hawaii's voters oppose legalizing same-sex marriages.
Lawmakers contend the high
court erred In its 1993 ruling that
denying three same-sex couples
marriage licenses was unconstitutional.
Sen. Matt Matsunaga, co-chair
of the Senate Judiciary Committee, said the proposed amendment marks the Legislature's
"commitment to put to rest the
public furor over this issue."

GOING HOME FOR
THE LONG HOT
SUMMER?
If you live dose to Shawnee State University,
then read on for exciting opportunities to
continue your education during the summer
quarter...
• Over 300 courses scheduled to jump start your
next academic year
• Intermediate and advanced math courses
• Art courses held in the new $16 mil Vem Riffe
Center tor the Arts
• Five week or ten week class options
• SSU students receive tree membership to the
James A. Rhodes Athletic Complex and the
Warsaw junior olympic-sized pool
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Winnipeg braces for worst
as Red River flood arrives
The Associated Press
WINNIPEG, Manitoba - The
bloated Red River crashed
through a temporary dike and
swamped nearby Ste. Agathe,
which was mostly a ghost town
whose residents already had
fled.
Now Winnipeg is bracing for
the worst, even as authorities
took heart that dikes were
holding up as the river surges
northward.
The river found a weak point
before daybreak Tuesday at
Ste. Agathe, IS miles south of
Winnipeg. The floodwaters,
whipped by high winds, spilled
through a railway line that
served as part of the makeshift
flood barrier.
"It happened so fast," said
Richard Bnnit, a policeman
who was in Ste. Agathe.
"Within an hour the town was
totally under water."

The dike was put up last
week as the flood ravaged
communities in North Dakota
and Minnesota. The Ste.
Agathe levee gave way before
daybreak, in near-freezing
temperatures and with winds
gust ing to about 30 mph.
Most of the town's 500 residents already had left their
homes, except for a skeleton
crew of emergency workers.
They managed to drive to
safety, but a military officer
was treated for hypothermia.
Unlike seven other Manitoba
towns along the river, Ste.
Agathe was not protected by a
permanent dike. The town is on
relatively high ground and has
never flooded before.
At other flood-encircled
towns, the permanent dikes
were holding up well as the
river's crest reached them,
said Larry Whitney, Manitoba's chief flood engineer. At

some places, water levels were
a foot less than projected.
"It certainly Is good news,"
he said, declining to predict
what the crest level would be
when it reaches Winnipeg in
the next few days.
Most of the city of 660,000 is
expected to be spared serious
flooding because of a huge
floodway that diverts floodwaters around it.
On Winnipeg's southern outskirts, 7,200 people were
forced to leave their homes
Tuesday. That pushes to about
25,000 the total number of residents in Manitoba who have
been displaced.
Many of them may have to
stay away from home for
several weeks while an
18-mile-wide lake created by
the flood slowly drains.
Construction crews put the
final touches on a 25-mile dike
just south of Winnipeg.
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Man loses his bid to move
trial outside of Columbus
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - The man accused of taking hostages at the
Ohio Bureau of Workers' Compensation offices last November has lost a bid to move his
trial out of Columbus.
Franklin County Common
Pleas Judge Richard Sheward
also denied on Tuesday a
request by James L Dai ley for
a delay in the start of his trial,
set for June 2.
Attorneys Harry Reinhart
and Gerald Sunbury asked for
a change of venue because of
what they called "an intentional, orchestrated media
campaign" to discredit
Dailey's claims that the bureau

IRONTON, Ohio - The man
charged with starting a fireworks store fire that killed nine
people denied blame but also told
investigators he did not remember how the fire started, a
newspaper reported Wednesday.
Todd Hall also speculated that
the fire at Ohio River Fireworks
store may have started when
someone pushed him, causing
him to drop a lighted cigarette,
The Herald-Dispatch in Huntington, W.Va, reported.
Eleven people were injured in
the fire in nearby Scottown on
July 3.
Hall, 25, of Proctorville, was
charged with involuntary manslaughter and aggravated arson

but was declared incompetent in
September. He was committed to
the Central Ohio Psychiatric
Hospital in Columbus.
Hall's mental capacity was diminished after he sustained a
head injury in a 1987 skateboarding accident.
Hall said he was at the store to
buy Roman candles, the newspaper said, quoting a statement
given to the Lawrence County
Sheriff's Department the day of
the fire.
"I wouldn't light nothing I
couldn't buy," he said. "I
wouldn't light anything in the
store anyway. I just wouldn't do
that."
The statement was among records Lawrence County Prosecutor J.B. Collier released to the

newspaper.
Hall would not say if a companion made him start the fire, The
Herald-Dispatch said. He told
investigators one of his three
companions that day routinely
got him into trouble - but he
would not say if he was told to
start the fire.
Witnesses have said Hall was
talked into Igniting fireworks
with a cigarette. A grand jury did
not charge anyone else in the
fire. Records the newspaper obtained last month showed that
Hall's friends passed polygraph
tests in which they denied involvement.
Hall's attorney, Richard Wolfson, declined to comment on the
report.

Woman arrested in murder of
nursing home administrators
The Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Two nursing home administrators were
gunned down as they left work,
and police arrested a fired nursing assistant described by coworkers as mentally unstable.
Kimberly Harris, 23, of Elizabethtown was charged early
today with two counts of murder.
She entered a plea of innocent at
an arraignment before Jefferson
District Judge Steve Ryan.
No residents or other employees were injured in the
shootings outside Jefferson

Place nursing home.
Deborah Bell, 46, the home's
acting administrator and executive director, and Patty Eitel, 43,
nursing director, were shot about
5:30 p.m. Tuesday as they walked
onto a sidewalk toward the parking lot.
Both women died of multiple
gunshot wounds, Jefferson
County Deputy Coroner Linda
Knopf said.
Police were checking records
of telephone calls placed from
the home to see if the administrators had reported getting any
threats, said Officer Troy Riggs,
a spokesman for Jefferson

County police.
About 30 minutes after the
shootings, police stopped a car
driven by Ms. Harris, who had
been fired by the nursing home.
A handgun was found in her car,
police said.

the county.
"I believe we will find most
people know very little about
this case, and we're not going
to find it difficult to find 12
people to decide the issues,"
said Jeff Allen, an assistant
county prosecutor.
Dailey Is accused In a
12-count indictment of taking
guns Into the bureau's office
and holding hostages for
nearly eight hours In a dispute
over a wage-loss benefit he had
been seeking. The former welder suffered a disabling neck
injury on the job in 1992.
Daily was awarded a lumpsum compensation payment of
more than $9,700 earlier this
month

Take a break from studying'. The PHARM
has the lastest and the greatest movies!

NEW RELEASE

Man charged with aggravated
arson declared incompetent
The Associated Press

has mishandled his file.
The attorneys argued that
pretrial publicity over the Nov.
13 standoff in the downtown
William Green Building will be
too much for Franklin County
jurors to overlook. Also, recent
news stories about Dailey's
health and disability benefits
have further clouded the issues
of the trial, Reinhart said.
"There has been an intentional campaign emanating
from the bureau to produce
publicity which affects Mr.
Dailey's right to a fair trial,"
Reinhart told the judge.
But the prosecution said an
attempt should be made to seat
a jury before the court considers moving the trial out of

Overnight Rental
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The trick to a great presentation?
Having someone else do it.

Police said Ms. Harris vomited
during questioning and had to be
taken to University Hospital. She
was taken to jail this morning.
Brittany McCorkle, a nurse's
aide at Jefferson Place, said the
suspect was fired after being
taken from work to a mental hospital about five months ago.
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Sports
BG netters reflect on successful seasons

Blake Parkins
Sports Editor
372-2602

□ The Falcon men's tennis team finishes strong to conclude a successful season under first-year coach
Jay Harris.
By RYAN JOHNSON
The BG News
Despite adjusting to a new coach and losing four
of its first five matches, the Bowling Green men's
tennis team had a highly successful season.
The Falcons used a late-season run, in which
they won 10 of their last 13 matches, to finish the
year with a 13-8 record. The Falcons also finished
with a 4-2 mark in Mid-American Conference play.
First-year coach Jay Harris took over a team in
September that had six returning letterwinners,
highlighted by seniors Adam Tropp and Joel Terman.
"Adam and Joel really helped me out as a firstyear coach," Harris said. "They both turned out to
be great leaders throughout the season."
Harris was also quick to point out that he was
grateful that his team members were ready to accept the coaching change.
"The guys were very open to accept a new coach
and new philosophy," Harris said. "I couldn't have
asked for a better group of guys."
BG was one of the deeper teams in the MAC, as
the Falcons were just as solid in the No. 1 flight as
the No. 6 flight. BG used this depth to post six shutouts on the season.
Tropp occupied the top flight, going 15-16
against some of the top players in the Midwest.
Sophomore Radu Bartan (18-15) and Terman
(19-12) played solidly in the No. 2 and No. 3 nights,
respectively.
The bottom three flights proved to be the Falcons' strength as junior co-captain Ryan Gabel
(22-9), junior Dave Anderton (16-11) and sophomore Matt Wiles (18-12) were consistently strong
througout the season.
Sophomore Scott Yonker (6-3) and freshman
Sonny Huynh (8-5) were successful in spot starts.

The Falcons started out the season slow, getting
off to a 2-5 start in indoor play. BG lost to tough
Big Ten foes Ohio State, Michigan State and Purdue, as well as rival Cincinnati. BG held match
points against both Ohio State and Cincinnati before eventually succumbing.
"If we could have won those two close matches
early in the year, it would have been a great
season, instead of just a good season," Terman
said.
After losing to Cincinnati, the Falcons were victorious in four of their next five matches in preparation for the start of the MAC portion of their
schedule. During the stretch, BG won one of the
biggest decisions in school history, defeating
nationally-ranked DePaul in a hard-fought match.
The DePaul match proved to be the turning point
as the team started to come together and believe
that they could compete with the top tennis programs.
The Falcons went on to win
four of six MAC matches, highlighted by a 4-3 win at Western
Michigan. The match was special
in that the Broncos are coached
by Dave Morin, who coached BG
the previous five years.
Also in the Western Michigan
match, Terman became the alltime winningest tennis player in
Gabel
BG history. The senior finished
up his Brown and Orange career with 138 career
wins.
"Having the record means a lot," Terman said.
"It will be broken, so I'll savor it while I can."
The Falcons played their best tennis down the
stretch, and their best-played match came at the
MAC Championships. The Falcons entered the
season-ending tournament as the third seed and
played true to their seeding, taking home third
place.
"We had an excellent season," Gabel said after
the MAC Championships. "Coach Harris did a
great job in having us peak at the end of the
season,"

BG's academic athletes
celebrated at program
□ The Athletic Academic Honors Luncheon highlights the
scholastic success of
BG's student-athletes.
By JASON McMAHON
The BG News
So much for the dumb jock
stereotype.
More than 200 people gathered
in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
yesterday for the Athletic Academic Honors Luncheon at the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Seventy-two Bowling Green studentathletes were honored for their
academic achievements.
"This is a very important event
for the Univeristy," Ribeau said
in addressing the studentathletes. "What you do is not just
athletics - it is a part of the essential life of the University
community."
Ribeau was on hand to give the
University greeting. He was
joined by several members of the
University administration, including athletic director Ron
Zwierlein and Charles Middleton,
provost and vice president for
academic affairs.
"Almost the entire administrative staff is here," Ribeau said.

Lyne
"You wouldn't find that at most
universities.''
The event, now 10 years old,
was sponsored by the Athletic
Academic Affairs Office. Several
student-athletes and coaches
gave credit to Athletic Academic
Coordinator Mike Bartley.
Ribeau praised the effort the
student-athletes put into their
endeavors, both on the playing
field and in the classroom.
"I haven't found a harder
working group than intercollegiate athletics," Ribeau said.
"What you have done for this
University is to be truly valued."
The student-athletes were honored for maintaining cumulative
grade-point averages of 3.5 or
better. Fifteen boasted an impeccable 4.0.
Men's tennis player Ryan
Gabel was one of those honored
for keeping a perfect GPA. The
Falcon co-captain was selected as

Burch

Johnson

the recipient of the Falcon Club
Junior Athlete of the Year.
"I think it's great that we're
taking this day to honor the athletes' achievements off the
court," Gabel said.
Cross country and track athlete Missy Lyne earned the same
honor on the women's side.
Lyne's teammate Nikki Litz
was bestowed with the female
Scholar Athlete of the Year award. Joe Cranny, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
presented the award and was astounded by Litz's credentials.
"If I had a resume like this, I'd
be asking President Ribeau for
[ BG Football] Coach [Gary]
Blackney's salary," Cranny
wisecracked.
Litz has made the Dean's List
every semester at BG, and the
Falcons' top triple jumper is a

□ The women's tennis team hopes
to build on season successes in the
future.
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News

They didn't want it to end. But like most things in
this world, it had to.
That's what the Bowling Green women's tennis
team is saying right now after this season. Looking
back on the year, the Falcons have plenty to smile
about.
"We lost half the starters from last year," said
BG coach Penny Dean of the season. "Two of them
were unexpected. But most of the time the team
gave 110 percent. It was a year that we had unbelievable team spirit."
In the fall, the Falcons unofficially won two
tournaments in the BG Invitational and the Akron
Intercollegiates. At Akron, the team posted a record of 19-0. The team never finished below fourth
place in any tournament.
Overall, the Falcons finished with a 10-9 record.
One of the biggest wins was over Ball State in the
regular season - a team they hadn't beaten in quite
awhile.
The Falcons also defeated Eastern Michigan in
the Mid-American Conference Tournament, in
which the host Falcons took fourth for the third
straight year after a heartbreaking loss to Ball
State in the third-place bracket.
During the regular season, BG finished 3-3 in
MAC play, good for a three-way tie for third place.
That is the highest the Falcons have finished under
Dean.

BG was the only team to have two players on the
All-MAC first team in senior Cindy Mikolajewski
and freshman Deidee Bissinger. Bissinger also
earned the MAC Newcomer of the Year award. She
was the first Falcon player to accomplish the feat.
Dean also noted the top six singles players - Bissinger, Mikolajewski, Jenny Schwartz, Julie Weisblatt, Jenny Cheung and Beth Wilson - all had
quite an accomplishment in recording at least 20
wins each in singles play.
This year's senior class - Schwartz, Mikolajewski and Weisblatt - recorded a total of 399 victories in doubles and singles play in four years.
Mikolajewski and Schwartz talked about what
they will remember from their experiences.
"At the time, it seems like the wins and losses
are so important, but really it's the memories
along the way," Mikolajewski said.
"It was a good experience for me," Schwartz
said. "I made a lot of good friends."
Weisblatt said the sport has changed in her career, but it still requires the basic assets.
"It takes a lot of hard work and dedication," she
said. "You have to be very determined out there
and keep with your goals until the end. Tennis has
changed completely. It is a total team thing and no
longer individual."
Dean also wanted to give graduate assistant
coach Natalie Fate credit for her part in the program.
"It's so advantageous to have an assistant
coach," Dean said of Fate.
• See WOMEN, page ten.

BG softball daughters
want to say thank you
Their softball careers weren't coming to an end, but when
Ed Wolf and Mitch Ranz shook
hands and said goodbye to each
other Saturday, there was a
touch of nostalgia in their
voices.
"See you on the softball circuit," Wolf said.
Ranz and Wolf are part of a
group of five senior softball
parents that will watch their
daughters play their final
games this weekend at Eastern
Michigan.
According the Falcon coach
Rachel Miller-Reif, the parents' contributions have meant
just as much to the program as
those of any player.
"They've truly become the
friend that you can count on,"
Miller-Reif said. "When the going gets tough, they're always
there with a helping hand.
They're always there to say
'Hey, we're gonna go get 'em
next time.'
"They are truly, truly going
to be missed tremendously,"
Miller-Reif said. "As much as
their daughters."
Jenny Ranz lists her father as
her greatest influence. Wolf,
who flew in from Colorado for
last weekend's final home
games, has coached Jennifer
since she was 9 years old.
He still coaches a team back
in Boulder, but says he won't
warm up his pitchers anymore.
Not after years of catching
Jennifer's fastballs.
Pam Kreuz's story is one of
the most touching on the team.
Her father, Butch, isn't in the
best health, but be makes it to
as many games as possible. On
cold days, he ventures up to the

• See ATHLETES, page ten.

Jason
McMAHON
BG News
Sporlswriter

semi-friendly confines of the
press box, but he'd much rather
be outside, cheering for his
pride and joy.
Frank and Sue West couldn't
be at the festivities last weekend, but they'll be in attendance for their daughter,
Heather's final games in Ypsilanti, Mich.
And Laura Mercer's parents
were in the stands last weekend, watching their daughter
return to action one last time.
When Laura stood at the plate,
her father, Gary, stood by with
a camera to capture the moment.
"That is so great," MillerReif said. "It's like that sixth
man or 11th player or
whatever. You've got that confidence in the stands and the
support in the stands and it
never wavers, ever.
"They care about the kids
and they care about the program," Miller-Reif said. "It's
not just their kids. They care
about every single kid out there
and everybody involved in the
program."
However, with the end of
their "careers," the senior parents will have a strong batch of
moms and dads to pass the
torch to.

"Every single one of our parents is diehard," Miller-Reif
said. "Every spring trip we go
on, we have a boatload of parents that go with us."
Jim Bates jumped aboard on
this year's spring trip to California. He and his wife, Diane,
also headed to Las Vegas when
the Falcons played in a tournament there.
They have been to every
single one of Bowling Green's
games this year. They never
hesitate to talk about their
daughter, Colleen, or any
member of the Falcon squad.
Diane loves to talk about the
picture of her daughter that
ran in the Detroit Free Press:
Colleen as a high school catcher, seconds after applying a
tag at home plate and ready to
fire the ball down to second.
"It kinda gets me choked up
because it's such a great
thing," Bates said. "They're
great parents. They've supported me all my life. They've
been there for everything.
Ever since I was little, they've
been to everything I've done.
"It helps me out because they
make the trip every time.
They've told me a lot of times,
even if I was halfway across
the country, they'd make it."
Miller-Reif, Bates, Kreuz p any Falcon you pick - repeatedly claim they can't even
begin to explain how big of an
impact the parents have on the
program.
"It gives us a lot of support,
picks us up a lot," Bates said.
"It Just gives us some inspiration, too. They're basically our
true fans. Everybody takes it to
heart and they really appreciate it."

Everyone Will Benefit//
On May 6. Vote FOR a 0.0019 (nineteen hundredths of one percent) tax increase to
provide Emergency Medical Technicians. Paramedics & Firefighters for a Westside Station.

What is the purpose of this Levy?
• The purpose of this levy is to hire firefighters/EMTs to continuously staff a West Side Station with a minimum of 4 (tour)
firefighters/EMTs.
How much will the tax increase cost me? Less than hall
the cost of a postage stamp!
• On earned income of $20,000.00 a year: $38.00 a year
•About 10 cents a day
What income is taxed? Only wages and profits!
• Only earned compensation (wages) and business profits are
taxed

• You Do Not pay city tax on Social Security, Pension, Interest,
or Dividends

• The Fire Levy was recommended by an independent citizens
committee representing all areas ot Bowling Green

Will the levy benefit everyone in town? YES!

• The citizens committee also recommended to City Council that
the Fire Station be built on City owned land bounded by
Wintergarden. Pearl and Wooster Streets.

• It will permit an initial Fire Attack on westside structure fires
until firefighters arrive from the main station.
• Firefighters from the Westside Station will also respond to
Eastside structure fires
• It will provide faster Ambulance service to the westside
• Emergency Medical Technicians at a new station will be able to
respond to a second ambulance call on the eastside (simultaneous emergency calls occur 12-15 limes a month)
• People throughout the entire city will benefit by a Westside
Station
Who recommended the Westside Fire Station issue be
put on the ballot? Citizens representing all areas ol the Cily.
PtO lex Dy Corrvrm— lo# fft# Fife L«vy. Jyry L«« Cteimaft nt SjnO Rdo« Bo . BowWio. G<MO
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Why cant Wood County Hospital be used to house an
ambulance? What about using the Police building as
was done in the past? The Citizens Committee studied all
options
• Since Emergency Medical Technicians are also cross trained
as Firefighters, it would not be an efficient use of resources to
use them for ambulance emergencies only
• When the old Fire/Police building was rebuilt, the size and
arrangement of the garage area was changed to accommodate
the smaller police vehicles only
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Rugby team finishes out strong

Baseball team loses seventh straight

By MIKE GRIM
For The BC News
The Bowling Green rugby
team swept a triple header last
weekend in front of a crowd of
400 that had trekked out to College Park for BG's only home
match of the season. The Falcons
racked up 115 points while shutting out their opponents all three
games. Bowling Green beat Ohio
University 34-0 and 30-0, and
Oberlin College 51-0.
"It was nice to finally play at
home," commented BG coach
Roger Mazzarella. "Considering
how laid back we had practiced
the previous [sic], I thought we
put on a good show for the fans."
Both Ohio University coach
Anthony Andrews and Oberlin
Coach Fernando Bretos praised
the Falcons' smothering defense,
while at the same time heaping
scorn on referee Jim Kennedy.
"Never in that entire game did
the referee allow play to continue
beyond 10 consecutive seconds,"
Andrews said. "He was too busy
being a traffic cop to let the play
have any continuity."
The Falcons, their offense also
stifled by Kennedy's whistle,
simply turned loose the defense
to set up their scoring opportunities.
"We've always been known for
having a 1>ig hit' defense and this
weekend was no exception,"
Mazzarella said.
The Falcon coach singled out
lock Cory Kettler, center Mike
Swanbeck and flankers Ron
Reineckert and Ron Humphrey
in particular.
"Those four were laying people
out all over the field," he said. "I
think they call them pancakes in
football and hockey. Around
here, we call them crowdpleasers."
The Falcons didn't waste any
time getting on the board against
Ohio University in the first
match.

The BG baseball team lost its seventh consecutive game yesterday afternoon, dropping a 6-1 decision to Detroit-Mercy.
The Titans banged out nine hits, including three home runs.
UDM third baseman Ed Gundry hit two home runs.
BG, which had been averaging over seven runs per game, has
scored just 13 runs in its last seven games.
Joe Cheney got the loss in the starting role, giving up just one
earned run in five innings. Falcon ace Andy Smith gave up two
runs in one inning of relief work.
Titan pitcher Joel Hillebrand went the distance for UDM, giving up no earned runs and striking out 10 and walking none. He
gave up just six Falcon hits.

Women's rugby finishes season

Pholo by Roger Mizurella

Eight man Jeff McVey breaks a tackle on his way to a try against Ohio University last weekend.
Wing Kevin Klein burned his
defender twice for tries, one of
them coming after he won a foot
race to the end zone to pounce on
a loose ball after a punt that had
been misplayed by the Bobcat
fullback.
Senior lock Mike Grim scored
his first career try, and he was
followed with tries by eight man
Jeff McVey and centers Tony
Tyson and Swanbeck. Fly half
Corey Ward added two conversion kicks, as the Falcons rolled
to a 34-0 victory.
In the second match it was
more of the same, as the Falcons
seemingly held periodic meetings in the Bobcat end zone. Wing

lock Jason Ehlers and backs
Scott Julian, Jim Bollinger,
Shawn Schlegel and Matt Pietzak
scored on solo efforts. Reed
Luecke, Andy Dilsaver and Ray
Goings each added conversion
Against Oberlin, it took the kicks.
Falcons only 10 seconds to score
their first try, the suddenness of
The Falcons close out their
which completely took the Yeo- spring season with an 18-3-3 remen out of the game. Flanker cord and an overall record of
Dave Lawson scooped up a loose 39-7-4, good enough for a ranking
ball and raced 75 yards to score of sixth in the nation. The Falthe first of his two tries.
cons also picked up tournament
victories in the Michigan Cup
At that point, the floodgates and the Washington, DC. St.
were opened and the Falcons Patrick's Day Tournament to go
poured in the points. Flanker Ron along with their 16th straight
Humphrey scored twice while MAC Tournament championship.

Mike Green scored a career high
three tries while fullback Randy
Waller and flanker Vince Ketterer added one apiece in the 30-0
victory.

Riddick Bowe hangs up the gloves
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Riddick Bowe,
boxing's last undisputed heavyweight champion, retired
Wednesday, ending a career that
at times turned bizarre, with a
paraglider, a riot and an aborted
stint in the Marines.
Bowe will become a goodwill
ambassador for HBO's boxing
community service program,
traveling around the country for
the cable television network.
"Although my time inside the
ring has come to an end, it's just
the start of an exciting and important career for me," Bowe
said in a statement released by
HBO.
Bowe will be remembered as
the man who once dumped the
WBC championship belt in a
London trash can and won his last

two fights against Andrew Golota
on low-blow disqualifications,
one of them touching off a
chair-swinging riot in Madison
Square Garden.
He will also be remembered
for an epic three-fight series
with current WBA champion
Evander Holy field in which he
first won and then lost the most
glamorous title in his sport.
"For me, this is a very happy
day," said Rock Newman, Bowe's
longtime manager. "For Riddick
it's a very happy day to step into
a new pursuit.
"At the same time, he's leaving
something he's been attached to
for 16 years. He feels that. More
importantly, he's doing the right
thing for himself and his family.
I urged him to do this. It was a
deliberate process and when he
came to it, it wasn't that hard to

say it, to say 'I retire.'"
Promoter Bob Arum said Bowe
made the right decision.
"I give him credit for not just
hanging around and picking up
money," Arum said from Las
vegas. "I think he's doing the
honorable thing."
Bowe, 29, grew up on the hard
streets of Brooklyn, N.Y. and
quickly became a force in amateur boxing. He won four New
York State Golden Glove titles
from 1985-88, a junior world
championship in 1985 and two
junior Olympic national championships in 1985-1986.
At the 1988 Seoul Olympics he
won the silver medal in the super
heavyweight class, losing in the
finals to Lennox Lewis, a man he
would cross paths with again
later.
Bowe turned professional in

1989 and by 1992 had won 31 consecutive fights when he faced
Holyfield for the first time, winning a 12-round decision to capture the WBC, WBA and IBF
heavyweight titles.
Within a month, Bowe was battling the WBC over his next opponent. The sanctioning body insisted he had agreed to fight
Lewis. He refused, ultimately
ending the squabble by dumping
the belt in a trash can.
"The WBC is wrong and I will
not be intimidated by them," he
said. "I am the heavyweight
champion of the world and today
I withdraw my recognition of the
WBC. I am stripping them. If
Lewis wants the belt, he has to
get it out of the garbage. Then we
will call him garbage picker."

Congratulations on
your graduation.
Well Miss Veel

FIVE HORSE JOHNSON

19&
Over
Every]
Nile

-Poprocks,
ZimZum&Hogg

Attention:

Congratulations

ffi

A20

A1Q

to our new Sorors of Delta Sigma Thela Soroniy. Inc
Epsilon Omicron Chapter- Spring 1997
"The <Rgturn of the Talented10"
Kelli Wilson
Samantha McElhanev
Kamekka Peaks
Dana Whirl
Jeanine Haydcn

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

DeAndrea Jones
Ja" Nitta Marbury
Tamiko Talley
Anica McDaniels
l.atresea Fondrcn

Welcome to the Sisterhood!!
We love you!!- Tina, Tara, Melinda K. Janeu and Bonita

Bowling Green's Women's Rugby Club finished another spectacular season by defeating Ohio Northern University and
Miami University this past Saturday. The ruggers finished their
season at 9-1 versus university teams and 9-3 overall.
In the first game Saturday, BG crushed a confused ONU club
54-0. BG took the kickoff and a few moments later found paydirt
in the try zone. From then on, BG never looked back. Most of the
game saw BG controlling the ball, scoring at will. Tries were
scored by Kathy Williams (2), Kate Kusnyer (2), Heather DeSiero, Heather Downey, Jess Reiniger, Corrie Trivisonno, Jaime
Barnes and Adrianne Brown. Rachael Boiling and Kusnyer also
added one conversion kick each.
The second game was much of the same, as BG downed Miami
University 46-5.
"Even though Miami was a more physical team than ONU, and
this was our last game of the season, we didn't want to disappoint
our fans with a low-scoring affair," said club president Heather
Ekey. "We really let loose today."
BG did let loose. That was evident as tries were scored by
Trivisonno (3), Kusnyer (2), Williams, Tressa Young and Sharon
Chave. Kusnyer was 3-for-fi on conversion kicks.
Overall, BG outscored its university opponents 226-27. Reiniger, the club's secretary, attributes that success to the learning
ability of the rookies and the willingness of the veterans to assist.
"Next semester will be the big test as to how well our rookies
and veterans play together," she said. "We will be joining the
Michigan Union, where we will expect more competition from
the likes of Michigan, Michigan State and Central Michigan University."
When asked what the goals are for next year, match secretary
Paula Hoppe said, "We plan to make a big Impact in the Michigan
Union and get invited to play in the Midwest InvitationaLRugby
Championship."
-P.H.

Is Tyson married again?
WASHINGTON - If Mike Tyson did get married again, he's
doing a good job of keeping it a secret.
The Washington Post reported Wednesday that the former
heavyweight champion may have recently wed Monica Turner,
his longtime girlfriend.
Tyson owns an estate near Southington, Ohio, about 40 miles
southeast of Cleveland.
The newspaper said it heard from unidentified sources it described as "close to the couple" that Tyson and Turner were
married in a small, private ceremony at her Bethesda home
several days ago.
It said Tyson's co-manager, Rory Holloway, and his Muslim
mentor, Muhammed Siddeeq, refused to comment. The newspaper reported Siddeeq performed the ceremony.
Turner, who visited Tyson regularly during his three-year imprisonment in Indiana for rape, is a pediatric resident at Georgetown University Medical Center. She and Tyson are the parents
of a 1-year-old daughter.
It would be Tyson's second marriage. He and actress Robin
Givens divorced after a stormy one-year union in 1989.

Pirates, Mets make four-player swap
PITTSBURGH - The Pittsburgh Pirates traded outfielder Wes
Chamberlain to the New York Mets on Wednesday in a fourplayer swap of minor leaguers.
Chamberlain, 31, was batting .317 with nine RBIs in 18 games
for Triple-A Calgary. He has played in the majors with Philadelphia and Boston and played in Japan last season.
Chamberlain, the former prospect who was traded by the Pirates to Philadelphia following a waiver-wire snafu in 1990, was
dealt with outfielder Ramon Espinosa to the New York Mets.
In return, the Pirates got right-hander John Carter and lefthander Erick Ojeda. Ojeda, who is not related to former major
leaguer Bob Ojeda, was sent to Class A Lynchburg.

<A<J> KA A«b KA A<1> KA AO KA A<P KA A* KA:

HY--

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sports Briefs

Steubenville
Area Students
During your summer break, pick up some
quick, transferrable credits at Jefferson
Community College. The summer schedule
includes 3 sessions with classes
that will fill many basic electives.
Sessions I and III begin May 27.
Session II starts June 30.
Get those electives out
i of the way quickly and at a
*
lower tuition rate. Stop JEFTEBSON
by or call 614-264-5591 for a full
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
schedule of classes.
Steubenville, Ohio

Thanks to our houseboys, Matt Srsen
and John Wallace for all their hard
work and great conversations!
Love, the sisters of Alpha Phi
<A«t> KA A<b KA A* KA A* KA A* KA A* KA!

Atthu
Call to carryout at

354-8700
(located next to
College Station)

Sample our sides;

Sandwich Pac:

Hush puppies 13 for $1.10
Fish or Chicken
Onion Rings
$1.19 Sandwich, Chips, &
Potato Skins
$1.19
Regular Drink
Baked Potato
$1.29
$3.49

{
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Major League Baseball Standings
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Continued from page eight.
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Team looking forward
to start of next season
With six newcomers on the way
as well as six players coming
back, the Falcons are already
looking forward to next season.
The returnees are ready to
help the incoming freshmen and
newcomers adjust to college tennis.
Cheung, who will be the only
senior on the 97-98 squad, and
soon-to-be junior Tiffany LaSusa
have been elected co-captains for
the year.
Cheung expects the camaraderie to continue.
"We should be as close next
year as we were this year," she
said. "It shouldn't be difficult."
Freshman phenom Bissinger
will be expected to shoulder
much of the load next year after
her remarkable season. She set a
standard that she hopes the new-

Bissinger
Mikolajewski
comers will try to follow.
"Coming in as a freshman is a
lot of pressure," Bissinger said.
"It takes a lot of hard work, dedication and patience."
Sophomore Erika Mix and
freshmen Kelly Dredge and Wilson are also returning.
Freshman Alicia Vassas will
also be back next season. She had
to sit out this year due to a discrepancy with her high school
English credits, which led to a
Proposition 40. Vassas will not
lose any eligibility.
"I'm looking forward to her
playing," Dean said. "She is a
very good athlete."
North
1091 N Main
3522430

South
996 S Mam
352-0534

Wcdn^by. April »
Chicago 96. Washington 95, Chicago wins
series Ml
I -A laker, at Portland, late
Thursday, Ma, 1
Miami at Orlando, TBD
Start le at Phoenix. TBD
Friday, May 2
Atlanta at Detroit,TBD
Chicago at Washington, TBD. if necessary
LA. Lakers at Portland. TBD, if necessary
Saturday, May .1
Phoenix at Seattle, TBD, if necessary
Sunday, May 4
Detroit at Atlanta. TBD, if necessary
Orlando at Miami, TBD. if necessary
Portland at LA. lakers, TBD. if necessary
Washington at Chicago, TBD, if necessary

NHL Playoffs
CONFERENCE SEMIFINAIS
(Kfst-of-7)
All limn IB A
Friday, May 2
N.Y. Rangers at New Jersey
Edmonton al Colorado
Anaheim at Detroit
Saturday, May 3
Philadelphia at Buffalo
Sunday, May 4
N.Y. Rangers at New Jersey
Edmonton at Colorado
Anaheim at Detroit

National League
AK Times IDT
■y The AaaociaanJ Preai
EaslDMaion
W
L
Pet.
Atlanta
1Q
.760
Florida
.625
Montreal
11
12
.478
New York
11
11
.440
Philadelphia
8
16
All

15

Central Division
W
I.
Pet
15
10
MO
12
13
450
10
14
.417
7
18
.280
6
18
250
WeslDivmon
W
L
Pet.
San Francisco
17 7
.708
Colorado
16 7
.696
Los Angeles
13
11
542
San Diego
9
14
.391
Houston
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Cincinnati
Chicago

American League

GB
IS
7
8
105

3
4.5
8
85

S
4
7.5

Wednesday-! Camel
late Games Not Included
11* Angeles 7, Philadelphia 5
San Francisco 6, Pittsburgh 1
Houston at Montreal (n)
Atlanta 12, Cincinnati 3
San Diego at N Y Mets (n)
Florida at St- Louis (n)
Chicago Cubs at Colorado (n)

two-time All-MAC selection In
track and field. She is also a captain of this year's Falcon squad.
CB
.682
Soccer's Joe Burch and hock-,
IS
ey's Mike Johnson sharec the.
4
male Scholar Athlete of the Year
5
65
award. Both were named Academic All-Americans.
Central Division
Johnson led a hockey team that
W
L
Pet.
swept the honors for Most ImMilwaukee
12
11
522
proved Team and Outstanding
Cleveland
.500
Kansas City
500
Team with over 20 members. The
Minnesota
11
14
.440
2
icers carried a 3.15 average GPA,
Chicago
16
8
333
up from 2.89 a year ago.
West Division
W
L
Pet.
The women's cross country
Seattle
16
10
.615
team and the volleyball team
Texas
13
10
.565
u
shared the Outstanding Team acAnaheim
12
12
.500 3
Oakland
12 13
colades for squads with less than
.480 35
20 members.
Middleton delivered the closWednesday's Cantea
Isle Came. Not Included
ing remarks, echoing Ribeau's
Detroit 8, Milwaukee 4
statements concerning the value
Boston 11, Anaheim 2
of the student-athletes' contribuOakland at Cleveland (n)
Seattle at N.Y. Yankees (n)
tions to the University.
Toronto at Kansas City (n)
"You are part of a great ongoBait i more at Minnesota (n)
ing tradition at BGSU," MiddleTexas at Chicago White Sox (n)
ton said. "You always brought us
great pride in BGSU teams.
'« Those of us who go to your
events regard your activltes as
an integral part of the success ...
of the University as a whole.
"I congratulate you, I salute
WILL BE CLOSED
you ...goFalcons."
By The Asiociited Pr«.
Call Diviiion
W
L
Pet.
Baltimore
15
7
Boston
13
12
.520
New York
13
13
500
Toronto
10
12
.455
Detroit
11
16
.407

Buckeye Self-Storage fi
Near Campus
Many Sizes
Open 24 Hours

* Low Rates
* Clean & Dry
' New Fire Proof

The Student
Health Service

Building
• Super Lotto
• The Number
• Instant Lottery

• Charge all purchases
'Including Gas
• Money Orders: 49<

OPEN 24 HOURS!
«-1.|-l"l;.q] vikw^oM.*

Continued from page eight.

DON'T MAKE EXTRA WORK....LEAVE
YOUR "THINGS!"

SUMMER STORAGE!
Call Today For More Information At:

352-1520

Mon. May 12Fri. May 16.
For Pharmacy or
Administrative
Needs:
Call 372-2277
We will reopen
Mon. May 19th
@ 8 am

Bulls topple
Washington,
advance to
second round

9

BIGBWK8FORB00KS

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

The Associated Press
LANDOVER, Md. -- The Chicago Bulls are once again on
their way to the second round of
the NBA playoffs, and the Washington Bullets will never be the
same.
Michael Jordan, held in check
for most of the game, brought the
Bulls back from a nine-point deficit in the closing minutes before
Scottie Pippen sank a driving
dunk with 7.4 seconds left
Wednesday night for a 96-95 win
that gave Chicago a three-game
sweep.
Chicago's sixth first-round
sweep in the last seven years
puts the Bulls in the second
round for a 10th consecutive
season. Chicago will face the
winner of the Detroit-Atlanta series.
It was Washington's first home
playoff game since 1988, and it
turned out to be the team's final
game as the Bullets. Washington
moves to a new arena next season
and will be called the Wizards.
Chicago rallied from a 90-81
deficit to take a 94-93 lead on a
jumper by Jordan with 1:12 left.
Neither team scored again until
Juwan Howard was fouled chasing a rebound, and his two foul
shots put Washington up 95-94
with 22.1 seconds to go.
Jordan then lost the handle on
the ball while going up for a shot,
but Pippen gained control and
drove the baseline for a jam
while being fouled by Harvey
Grant. He missed the foul shot,
but the Bullets were out of
timeouts and had to hurry upcourt.

April 28 - May 1, 8am - 6pm
May 2,8am - 5pm • May 3,9am - 5pm
May 5-8,8am - 6pm • May 9,8am - 5pm

UNIVERSITY UNION
FALCON'S NEST
May 5-8,9am-7pm • May 9,9am-3pm

REALIZE
OI

THE

YOUR

POTENTIAL
SPICKS

C/trryoul
Work lor plaij) whurrvt-r qou want,

PRIZES
AWARDED
DAILY!
*

wlienrvt-r t|uu want, wiln ■ Mai
or 1^. notebook romftutrr |rom
I IK I

<>IM|MIIII

I ,1. i i|<>ui.

Krntalt |mm)ll w(,L

1HFOOTFACI0RY
phone: 354-2IID
http://mnw.anstrerlsctory.com
reslity:ID8 S.Mam. Downtown
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The BG News
Classified
Ads

FiMUiKTi»tn
Thuraday f*gril Huion
Proul Dining HU. 430-Sfini
Ouaallons?Call 2-7184. sponsors*] by UAO

372-6977

HUHAN-I-TEES

PHI ETA SIGMA
HAPPY HOURS!!
Whara: Campua Pollyayaa
Whan: Thura May I
7-8pm
—f raa Pizza and Pop—

TM BO NO—a, — a farum ay toiba paMic, woopii—
Cat impoMibdvy of prwonting all of thai rypa of atdvw
Wing and ihorcfon •ncoungaa oaar aMJJW *> biwaio.
M«aya ba (ami tar »lh |buamtaa be fan tending MM)!
or provaling personal (.radii inf carnal .on Ptoana ir-ntm
ba», if * nanda U» good to be trac, M probably at

TEACHER/LANDLORD
EVALUATIONS ARE HERE III
Gat online a rate your proles sor s
and landlords @
vnswJlquidcool.com

Yoo can harp M by call bag (ha MM| •■■«■ at
4|o3»ia605-ilhyo««(omplamuondnnjMUan« Wc
aak thai yo*. plaaac provsda yoa« nama. addroaa. and pbona
aauatei, along • ah yaw -pacific oornmanto. With joar
balp -a CM aaaaa TV* BO Na«a • MUM poMxauon.

EUROPE $229
Within USA $79-$129
Canbb /Mexico $229 r/t
Cheap Fares Worldwide"!
httpyrwww.airhrKh.org
AIRHITCH 01 800-328-2009

American Heart
Association «

o PN a - o PN a • o PM a
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta are looking for
2 house boys for 97-98 school year. Can Jenn
at 372-4695 with interest or questions.

a PN B - a PN a - o Phi a

BQ3SUJ LB/XSIEIBAILIL

Looking for roommate lor talW. Leave meesege tor Annie 0354 8257

MSBX

Roommate needed for summer. $l20/month
Including all unities 2 rooms, arc. laundry.
Call Ama 353-9608

Slop In and aaa us
Top Price Being Paid Now

Think Summer
SBX'SBX'SBX'SBX

Sublease' needed for summer Total rant:
$675. nag. With AC. includes all util except
elec 8ph Call Jeremy at 354 8170 ASAP'

TONfTE AT BREWSTERS
LADIES NIGHT
Hosted by
THE MIDNIGHT MARAUDERS
Disco Jockeys

Sublease! needed Summer "97,
Fall 97. of both. Own bedroom
A dosalo campus.

Tuieoo Rentals
200 Styles to choose from
Collegiate Connection
S31 Ridge 352 8333

DOUBLEHEADERS

KENT

Saturday & Sunday
May 3rd & 4th

Summer Sublease's Needed
MF.Iow'enl Close to campus.
Open knmedialMy
Call 352 1991 leave message

"I NEED GRADUATION TICKETS!!"
Arts A Sciences ceremony
Will pay reasonable pnoa
Please call Jennifer at 3S2 3083 ASAP

Summer sublease 1 bdrm. furnished apt.
$230/mo . mil 5/158/12 Mam Si. Can
3534855

Great house

2 3 M7F summer sublease* for furnished apt
A/C. low rent, ulliDes included, dose 10 campus, dean. Call 354 8067

Games Start at 1:00pm Both Days
Admission is FREE to everyone
-IL>affB«4ffM>-MI»flH

Production Workers
Looking for career minded individuals
Construction experience preferred
Good pay. benefits 1 at. 2nd, $ 3rd shift
Apply at Automated Building Components
2359 Grant Rd N Baltimore. OH 45872

" Lawn maintenance "
Full A pt. Dme positions aval.

Call 352 5622

" Cleaning A Miscellaneous Work
at renal units starting May 1 ?rh tor ? weeks
Call 353-0325or inquire at316E. Marry St A3

352-7598

Enjoy the Outdoors this Summer'

"EMACO Cleaning"
Irnrnedtateiy hiring 2 pan-oma positions
Call 419833-4587
"Travel down south, work your bun off and gat
paid tor it. tarn $2200 par month. Call
1 800 289-3646
'Persons needed for carpet cleaning'
parting A miscellaneous jooa
FuUrPan nme call 353-0325

Summer sublease! needed. May trough Aug.
air & townhouae w/d $ garage $186 mo. plus
ml. Call Doug at 354 5054

250 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed! Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns, NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box
234BG. Kenitwontl. NJ 07033 (908) 276-0998

WANTED
One or two sublease's needed
for tfna summer at University Courts
Apartments (Located behind McDonald's)
If interested cat! Kns ASAP ■ 372-3309

Accepting Applications for
servers and cooks
Apply between 2-4 p m
•CAIAPUSPOLLYEYES'

HOT.OFI^THEvPflESS!

Painters and Job Site Managers
$ Start at $6-$10 per hour, plus Bonuses!
Ohio Openings:
Dayton
Cincinnati
Cleveland Columbus
Toledo
Akron
(and in 39 other stales across the country)
$

CALL
NOW!!

HELP WANTED

Sublease's needed tor 2 bdrm. unfurnished
Haven House apt Starts mid Aug 97md Aug
Sublsr. Own rm. Free cable.
$250/mo AC. May Aug

Now Hiring Full-Time Summer Positions A

This Weekend

Wanted good home for a puppy 7moa old.AI
shots Cal Amy at 352-2054

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
Fc« into eel 301-429-1326.

WANTED

2 to 4 Summer Sublessors
Cheap'6"l 353 3?45

Wanted babysitter Man. and Thurs avertings
Must like dogs 352 6409

Call 353-0485

98 Call 354 4250

1

IF sublease' Columbia Cts with AC.
CallHoilyat3;?«643

Fighting Heart Dlaaase

Female warned in apartment Court St. 97-96
school y Call Heidi at 353-4217 or
419-628-5959.

I need 2 Graduation tickets (or the Collage of
Ana 8 Sciences Contact Jennifer at 352-4931

SBX'SBX'SBX'SBX
Attention
Buy Back has Marled

DZ DZ DZ DELTA ZETA DZ DZ DZ
Hard work really does pay ofl'l
Congrats Nicole Goiebiewski
on Mortar Board
DZ DZ DZ DELTA ZETA DZ DZ DZ

Bowling Green CiTy Park
1-8pmf1 donation ©the door

Female Roommate warned for 97-98
School year Cheap rani Close to campus
Call Becca 372 1948

don't frjrget to put ttut
in your collage scapbook

DZ DZ DZ BGSU GOLF DZ DZ DZ
The sisters o' Delta Zeta wish to
congratulate Jodi Luce and Lindsay
Castarhneon another successful season.
DZ DZ DZ BGSU GOLF DZ DZ DZ

Cinco da Mayo Fiesta

If you are
what you eat,
why not cut
back on fat?

Did it aurpaaa
your wildest draama??
(3:20pm • 4/30797)

DG'DG-OG-DG
Congratulations lo Jessica Stone on her recent
lavalienng lo Sigma Phi Epsilon's Bran Gar
bod
DG-DC-DG-DG

Sunday May 4H. 1997

http://www.save.org

Desperately seeking
1 Graduation Ticket
Please call Maria
352 8262 Lve Mge

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Grants 1
scholarahlpa available from sponsors!!' No
prapaymanla. everlfl tfiCaah ax colleges: M. For Info: H0O-243-2418

CITY EVENTS

TBfaT Of PQfSSlON

MM

AAA1. NATIONAL OATING HOT LINE!!
I 900 484 7009 E«l 1129 $2S9/min
Serv-U (619)645-8434 18. T-lone

aponsored by USO

Depression
is an illnessnot a weakness.

Available ai roommata
OSU Tranilar stu
oena. Educ maior, 21 yrs old. non-smoker,
school's a priority, but so is having fun. (614)
294 09?? AsktorMAe.

PERSONALS

Irani t: 30 ■ 9:30

T1aMNmrmmitkin^»*qn.di«nMi
at IWIM any nfrvUMian aw* m dMaa found to ta
dktunuory. lacking in UciuaJ basia. in»kading at (alat
m mm* Ail aoVarUaamoou an aubaxi 10 editing and
appro..!

MEED MOT* TICKETS FOB A/S GRADUA
TION. LOTS OF FAMILY COMING CAN YOU
HELP? CALL 354 722? WILL PAY F
NECESSARY!

Praonani?
Fraa Pragnancy Taaa. Confidential a Caring
354*673 BG ("ragiancy Cantar.

If you ordsrsd Human-I-Taas
products from Mor a. Board
You can pick mam up in tia
UNION FOYE R Thura. 1 Friday

• ugly-cap ■*«
*al Ojatoimamac.o» aaWMgi duornnum MatM •T
sndrvnk*. ojgroipoolha tujc'nu.ai.idn. <J*s»4.
M1I(HB. wnwl ariglo. MIUI oneouiwo, diaabsJir..
■Hi M ■ *«a*ran. a an lha tain of any otter kgally
pRMMMdMIW.

ThiMNMtwillMlt

IP

SERVICES OFFERED
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Preferred Properties^
530 S. MAPLE ST.

P
0

1 (888) CPP-97US
1 (888) 277-9787

352-9378v

Now Leasing Summer & Fall
Fox Run * Haven House Manor
Piedmont * Birchwood Place
Mini Mall * Small Buildings
Frontier Housing * Houses
All residents receive a membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

i WEEKLY AND END -OF-SUMMER BONUSES
• 4-DAY WEEKS POSSIBLE
• ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
• WEEKLY PAY
$
• WORK WITH FRIENDS

tf

(Indoor heated swimming pool, sauna, HydraSpa
Whirlpool, complete exercise equipment, complete
locker room and shower facilities )

I

SUMMER WORK
Throughout the Midwest
EARN UP TO $10.00 TO START
(each office pay rate may vary slightly)
■ Co-Op/ AASP scholarship s available
• No experience necessary
• Full and part-time openings
■ Conditions exist - must be 18
OHIO
Akron
Columbus
Columbus E.
Canton
Dayton
Lima/Findlay
Mansfield
Portsmouth
Springfield
Toledo

330-836
614-888
614-868
330-493
513-436
419-425
419-747
614-355
937-322
419-861

IOWA
Cedar Rapids
Des Moines
Dubuque
Quad Cities
Sioux City
Waterloo

319-366-0707
515-253-0876
319-589-0730
319-355-4133
712-274-0845

NEBRASKA
Grand Island
Lincoln
Omaha

308-395-8155
402-477-8663
402-734-4810

2220
9761
7248
9559
3580
1337
5757
0800
4755
0736

INDIANA
812-323 4004
Bloomington
812-477 9272
Evansville
219-479 1224
Fort Wayne
317-578 0431
Indianapolis
S. Indianapolis 317-767 3628
765-454 8900
Kokomo
765-474- 3612
Lafayette
219-769- 2345
Merrillville
765-289- 7345
Munice
317-767- 5768
Richmond
219-282- 2357
South Bend
812-299- 9088
Terre Haute
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
Downriver
Flint
Grand Haven
Grand Rapids

313-971-6122
313-374-1137
810-603-1915
616-847-9080
616-245-3882

Grayling
Jackson
Kalamazoo
Lansing
Livonia
Macomb
Midland
Monroe
Port Huron
Saginaw
St. Joseph
Troy

616-323- 7800
517-333 3747
810-474 9090
810-792- 4004
517-631- 3959
313-242- 9919
810-987- 3040
517-793 7960
616-982- 4455
810-879- 8991

MINNESOTA
Brooklyn Park
Edina
St. Paul North
St. Paul South
Duluth
Mankato
Rochester
St. Cloud

612-794 6540
612-820- 0872
612-725 8934
612-725 8934
218-727- 0206
507-345 0687
507-288- 0222
320-656- 7750

ILLINOIS
Crystal Lake
DeKalb
Elgin
St. Clair County
Gumee
Homewood
Joliet
LaSalle/Peru
Lincolnwood
Naperville
Northbrook
Oakbrook
Oak Park
Orland Park
Peoria
Rockford
Schaumburg

517-731 0363
517-796 1377

815-477 -8151
815-756 ■1136
815-535 ■0840
847-697 •6970
618-234 ■2034
847-625 8292
708-206 1982
815-722 4080
815-224 8464
773-866 1608
630-588 0572
847-509 0058
630-323- 2891
708-583- 1840
708-873- 9280
309-693- 2001
815-397- 6997
847-884- 1044

WEST VIRGINIA
Parkerville

304-422-7311

A CALIBER SYSTEM COMPANY

The Perfect Job For Anyone
Who Wants To Work, Stay In Shape,
And Have Fun!!
1

RPS now offers a base
wage above the industry
• Enhanced base wages
Tuition assistance
Work 3-5 hours a day 5
days a week
Bridge in service program

•IMMEDIATE JOB OPENINGS ON
SUNRISE*

E WILL BE
PN CAMPUSj
Thursday, May 1,10 til 2
STUDENT UNION
FORT ROOM
SCHEDULED INTERVIEWS 1
ARE NOT NEEDED
flp'SppSr!,
■

V.M. Co. A Oivlaton ot Atcai

Shifts to fit any schedule
Start Times
Night-12:30am
Sunrise-2:30am
Day-3:00pm
Twilight-6:30pm
Preload-3:30am

■

•

■

■

♦
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THURSDAY
H*ii»ai.»ia>iaia».>e.iiMa>ji^>7aiam.t«'.iMiiiBai|-ii"iiptii»ii»iM'Vi»i«»*:iaiir.wiit-ii|
BROADCAST STATIONS

fl>
fl>

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy1

Late Snow (In Slereo] ^

Entertain

Hard Copy

Touched by an Angel X |W Hours (In Stereo) X
High Incident !h Stereo) Shining {In Slereo) (Pan 3 ol 3 PA) X

NewaX

ABC News

NewsX

NighHine B | Politically

Baywatch "Rescue Bay" Montel Wilnams I

News

NBC News

Cops «

Real TV 1

FriendsX |Suddenly

M-A'S-H I Tonight Show (In Stereo)

Craaturaa

Business

r4ews-Lehr»

Youngandthe RtstlMl |Bold 1B.

|A»ff» World Turns T

Guiding Light (In Stereo) Oprah Winfrey &

NeweX

All MY Childrtin X
Daytime
Blossom E Days ot Our Lives «:

jOntLHatoLive «"

Ganaral Hospital I

Rosie O'DonnaH X

•efWS JL

|Another World 8

Sunset Baach I
Sawing

Coiby

IMorWeek Instructional Programme 9
BillNyr.
Stsam* Si Instructional

-ffl
©

NewsK
Newel:

Umx
Nevrs.ir.

Truth

Diagnosis Murder X

Wishbone

Sandi«go

Barney

Oceanus

Cedar Point Memories

SeinMdK | Fired Up K|ER "Random Ads" X
Mystery! Cadtael" (R) X
Nagaaaki

Painting

Gourmet

Quilling

Magic Bus

Sandwgo

Wishbone

fkws-Lehrf

Arthur IS

Creatures

Old House |Workshop

Mystery! Caolael" (R) X

Keeping Up Served

Mega Man

Garooyles

Bobby

Rangers

Quack

Simpsons

Home Imp. |Mad-You

Seinfeld 3

Home Imp

Martin «

New York Undercover X News

Coach?

Bloomberg r4o*s

Bloomberg Wws

Crook t Chaaa

Jerry Springer

Auto Shew

Home imp. |Homelmp.

Movie: •• -Kenar rVof»"|l990)EmilioEslevei

Bid Nya

Dating

Nesrtvwed

CootUnd

Paid Prof.

Dinosaurs

Movie: .'i" )ream Trap "(1990) Sasha Jenaon.

Quack

Fhnlslones

Jeffersons

AH Family

Sanlord

Bobby

Goose bmp Bec-llnborg Rangers

|GoodT.

INCWt £

|KingAnrwr|AladdinX

■w

King Arthur Live at Five News
Fresh Pf.

Ur. Cooper Simpsons

[Martin K

News
News

Cherlie Roee (in Sieieo) |Newshour
|Charlie Rosa (In Slereo)

Star Trek: Neil Genet.

Roseanne

News(R)

Collectible

If resh Pr.

Mamed...

~___^_

CABLE STATIONS

SttrTrefc

|

r^—

baiuru.iy r.«jm Livt ■•
Daily Snow |Dr. us
|ioep m.
\umwmi
COU Kids in Hall lUtlman
Sportscenter
Silver Bay Dog Show
jGyrniMtk* Rock n' Roll Challenge (R)
Basobei
Sportscenter X
Baseball
Brickyard |Brickyard NBA
NBA Finals |Run-Roses |Run-Roses Up Close
Auto Racing: NASCAR Grand National
KPN Sporlscenter A
Shock Video 2: Crime
TalevCrypt
Movie: «'i 'II Takes rwo"(l995) PG' Movie:e'>'FaL-eI-ieUi;sc'it993)MolyR>igwaU [Mom: •«•'.- Hear 11995. Drama) AlPacmo.Val Kane/. (In stereo) KX
|Movia: "The Indian n the Cupboanf I Hovia: « Teen IVo* 1»"(I987| Jason Bateman I Happily
HBO Movie:
More and La* Levins
Major League Baseball Oakland Athletics at Cleveland Indians (live)
Racing
|Thor'bred Baaeban
Indians
Journal R Journal (Ri |Journal (R) Journal (R) Journal fl More and Les Levin?
Hocr>n
Journal
SC Mafsr League Baseball: Amieia at Indians
Quantum Leap X
Saaquest OSV Asa on
Forever Knight X
SCI-FI 8ui2 |ln Space
Quantum Leap X
Seaguesl
Twil. Zone D.ifkn ft
Incredible Hulk
Bionic Woman
Si i Million Dollar Han
Monstfs
Gallary
Bayond
Mysu/irs
SCIFI
Renegade (In Slereol I Highlander: The Series Murder. She Wrote X
Movie.a "AmercaiG-oW 11980. Drama) RcnanjGe^e R.
jSiekStalkings (In Slflrec
MacGyver IT
USALivo
USA Live
USA Live
Wings I [Wings K
USALiw
USAliva
USAlive
USA 1' 00) Mov,-

Apartment cl**vwi ne«d«d Starting May 5
»S 7SAv Apply at Wmthrop Terrau Apia. 400
ENapotaonRd
Antxir Traaciw's in Giwanwood Caniar Now
hiring. Evening and Weekend help flei. hours.
atoovarr^rwnun^.slanimm»qiaiery.3S4-a700
ATTENTION ALL MAJORS Make $6,300 this
summer! Find out why PAG, IBM. and bundrada ol oehwrs want students who hava
worked m our progrtvn. 95% of studenl using
our plaoarnent office tound canaar joba Last
year.CaJ 1-900-280-3840
Attention, Young. Attn-dlva, Femalaal
Would you Hka to aam $18.-S30. an hour
mode**ng lingerie? If so. aend nama, addraaa, photo (full length If poaalbkt), and
phone aXopHonal) to: H A H Photography.
P.O. Boa 247. Cairo, OH. 4M20 Photoo win
bo returned It etamp la Includad with photo
MualbottoroMeri
BG Alumni needs mature student for occasional babysitting m our Pam/tburg home. CaH
after 6pm (4ig) 872 049S
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED Tnmdown
Frtnaaa. coed camp located in the CaiskiH
Mountaina of NY. All sports, water-skimg. canoeing, ropes, lifeguarda, crafts, dance, aerobics, nutrition, kitchen, offkoa, 120 positions
Call Camp Shane (800) 292 2267
Cashier - Parry's Pantry
Apply in person M-F 7-3
11055 BG Rd. E or 352-4370

Childcara Provider
Mon.-Thurs. Jun lOth-Aug 2tst
3S4-2328
Chnenan group home lor girls is accepting ap
pitcaDons kx part-Bme employmant. Must be
21. Areas of need: direct care, recreation, l.leguartmg CaJI8?3-802OM-F,9-1t AM.orwnw
to Parables P.O. Box 421 Bowling Green,
43402.
Computer exp warned tor small area business.
Part time employment. Call 287-4632

Construction laborers, welders and carpenters
needed
Labor starts at ttp/hr
Preemployment drug screen required. EEO. Todd
A Sargent Inc. Apply between 6 & 11am,
Mon.Fn. at the job sight. 1 mi. north and 3/4
m. east to Leipsic, Oh on St Rt. 65.
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS neededi
100 positional Coed summer camp Pocono
Mts.PA Good salary/Tips'(908) 689-3339
Courier position available starting May 12.
8-lOmrsaweek (spprox 2 hours each day),
Call 372-8181. Only dependable people need

Oayeare Administrator
12 ♦ hours of early childhood development &
psychology coursework required. Background
in early OWdhood prelerred Submit resumes
to:
17880 EulerRd.
Bowkng Green, OH 43402

Make 2-SK this summer. Full ime Now hiring
Painters end Job Managers in Toledo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Columbus. Akron, A More.
Call t-aA8-C^P^7U9(277-8787)/
Of isce cleaning evenings.
12 to 15 firs per week Own transportation reqmred C8II352SB22
Painters needed. Must be able to reach ceilings in apts Great summer job. Call Don Bufler
352-2707.
PamienvHelpers. PvFull time short A long
isrrn. Eip. helpful. Please call 655-2074
(local).
SECRETARY/BOOKKEEPER
Seaetary/Bookkeeper position open at St.
Thomas More University Pansh. Full time
Computer skills necessary. If interested, con
tact Sr. Mary Kuhiman 352-7555.

Sufficient Grounds Coffee House
in Perrysburg (15 minutes N of BG)
Now Hwing Coffee Bartenders (Banstas)
Spend your summer caffsmaisd.
AH shifts available. Trairung provided
Highest quality customer service skills
needed. Call 872-2151 tor more info or
stop m to fin out an application.
Rfverpiace Shopping Center on
Rt 25(L>xieHwy)

Home City Ice Company is now hinng lor these
positions: Route Dnvers. Production Stackers,
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout all of Oho
and Southeast Michigan. Call lor details at
1 600-899-8070
Houee painters needed. Greater Cleveland
area. Experience helpful, but not necessary. 40 hra/wae*. K4io a hour baaed on
aiperlenca. Call Siint-Jon Co. al
216-735-1500.
Lifeguard wanted Portage Quarry Recreation
Club is now accepting applications for lifeguards. Apply u T Square Graphics. 121 S.
Main. Please bnng copies of alt certifies sons.
LOOKING FOR YEAR-ROUND OR
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT?
TIREDOF WORKING WEEKENDS?
Earn $8 00 an hour A great benefits
at UPS
Go to Rm. 380 Student Services
ID schedule and appointment to meet
wieharepreeentativeonFndayMay2,1997
UPS IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ifflffler Cmploi/menl

SUPPORTED LIVING PROVIDER - Persons
needed to provide direct care services to mdividuala who have menial retardation/developmental disabilities High School
diploma or GED required Flexible schedule
Salary $7.25 Application packets may be obtained et Wood Lane School, Entrance B.
11160 East Gypsy Lane Road. Bowling Green,
Monday through Friday, between 600 am 14 00pm EOE
This position serves as a Student Clerical Assistant to the Supervisor ol the CEISP Word
Processing Center, at BGSU Minimum quahfi
canons include at least 2 years ol experience
utilizing an IBM Computer m a Windows environment Proficiency m both Mcrosoh Word
and Excel software packages required Work
schedule 15-20 hours par week. Mbn.-Fn. Salary $5.50/hr. For additional into, call Mary
Mannings. 372.818' by Friday. May 2
Wanted 87 Students lose 6 to 100 lbs New
metabolism breakthrough. LV recommended.
Guaranteed $30 cost. Free Gltl
1.800-4357591
Window washing Part/fun time.
Own transportation required
Call 352-5822

Home City
It?e Company
Now Hiring for these Positions:

Writer/reporter tor local public relations firm
Approx 20 hrs per week. Must be creative,
flexible A committed to producing professional
copy. Position involves some travel A familiarity with video production is bonus Please send
resume, writing sample. A career aspirations to
Midwest Media Network. 116 W Front St
Suite A, Fmdlay. OH 45640.

Bauer F3 In line sKales Marts size
t;S,Q60 Call (419) 893-3471

APARTMENTS

Summer g7 2 bdrm lurn apta 705 7th St A
724 6th St. $550/entire summer includes
FREE water, sewer, gas A HBO 354-0014

AVAILABLE SUMMER 1
FAIL
Stop In lor a brochure 0 319 E Woosler or call
John NewUve Real Estate Rental OUee 6
3542260

12.

Free, lab puppy, 4 mo old. Cal 352-1788. Aak
tor Monica.
Ktmbaii spinet piano.

$200 060

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
BOO THIRD ST
Excellent 1 BR unite Spacious,
well furnished, air conditioned.
CurrerUy leaeing tor Summer 19971
1997-98 Both 12 monti $ school year
leases available.
Call 352 4966

Cell 354-1836

Rummage Sale: Trinity United
Melnodist Church. 200 N Summit St.
Wed. Apr. 30 4 8p.m.
Thurv May 1 9a m -8p m
Fn May 2 9a m. 1pm. (1/2 price dey|
Sat May 3 9am noon (Bag Day 12 00)

Grad. students only. 2 bdrm upper duplex
$480 mo piut uot . plus sac dep. 353-7257,
leave moaaage.

White Homesryle Loll. Fouton $100 obo Cal
Mamys? 2-4732

House tor Rent. 2 bdrm. A/C
washer/dryer VERY CLOSE TO
CAMPUS!$500/mo.OBO May-Aug.
Call Jen 372-3006

FOR RENT

Houee tor Rent. 3BR. 1B. uol w/waahor/dryer
avail. 8-20-97, 12 mo lease good cond. 611
2nd St $675 mo . util A deposit Up to 3 per
aona Partial furnishings 352 8827.

• 316 E Merry $500 9 mo lease
$45012 mo. lease $39515 mo. lease.
i -4 students. Furnished A ArC.

Houses/1 A 2 bdrm turn apts year, 9 mo.. A
summer leases 352-7454

3091A2E Merry rooms $1907mo.
146 S College Efteoency $230.mo.
Cell 353 0325

Large 2 B R fum/unfurn 1 1/2 bath Close 10
campus Off street parking, on alia laundry *a
olibea. Full use of Cherrywood Health Spa.
352-9378

" Summer Rentals ■ Close to Campus
353-0325
AC, turn, located & 300 east block Marry.

LIVE IN PEACE A STYLE FuHy renovated upper 3 room . sm. kit. A huge bathroom or quiet
street New otoe. plumbing, heal, etc An up tocode BG aparmenti Oil Stpkmg avail. Many
extras $425 * utils Avail June 1 or Mkl May
Perfect tor quiet couple or grad studenl

1 bdrm apt. Across from campus Avail, fall A
spnng'97 98 $3S0/mo ■ util 419 897 9030
1 bdrm turn apt. $350/mo « util
(419)6693036

354-1633.
Looking for subieaaers from May 1581 to
Aug toth Two bdrm apt.w/3 bade Futyfum.,
avc. own laundry tacii Rant $375 per/mo
•gasAeiec. ($190 per person tor 2. $125 per
person tor 3 people) Don't need to pay tor August Call 353 0294.

12 month leaaea starting August 1997:
453 S. Prospect •B-Effec-1
per.
son $280 •Gaavetec
453 S. Proapect #0-1 Br.-1 per
son-$340.*Gaa alec.
264 ManviHe -1 Br -2 person $380 •Util
420 S Summit 2 Br 2 person $440 .Unl
Slave Smith 352-8917 (no calls after 8pm)

Looking tor a great affordable 1 bdrm apt tor
next fall? Wmthrop Terraoa apt. avail Aug. 97.
Call Michelle 354 7031
Now accepting Rental ApJhcationa for Fall And
Summer leases Cal 354-8800

2 bdrm furnished non smoking Includes unl A
laundry Prektr females. Grad. stud also wei

come 353 5074
2 bdrm House available Aug 1, 1997. 12 mo
lease required. Excellent condition Close to
BGSU CaH 666-4651

On Ridge St.. Ctoee 10 campus Basement apt
including bath, kitchen, Irving room, A bedroom
toMhesummer $?00/mo 3S344U

2 bdrm. houee at 143 Baldwin. 1 bik from
campus Ideal for grad. students Avail Aug
$565 per mo. plus util. Open house Sun May
4.2 4pm Call 352-7779

One Sublease/ needed
Cal Amy al 352-8465

2 bdrme In 4 bdrm house tor (he eummer. 1/2
block from campus. Avail, now. $225 per mo.
plus ucl. 353-0408.

••FOR SALE"
U2 tickets Pittsburgh. 20th row
Call Christine at 3543958

2 FEMALE SUBLEASER FOR 97 98 School
Yr. E. Many, New carpet, tow rent, dishwaaher.
Best location in BG I Cal 352-9594

$S0FR£E!
Graduate credit memo worth $300 Will sea tor
$250 Valid until 12 20-97 353-3334

2-4 Summer Subleasera needed tor furnished.
Fox Run apt. Includes mirco. dishwh. wsh-dry,
FREE RENT FOR MAY, A AUQI CALL
352^172

Pats. pool, paradise - right here in BG. Need 11
mo. sublease* beginning June 1. Call Catherine «? 354-1013
After May 8th call
406-838-2275
Please sublease my efloeny apartnant
Leaeo runs Aug 1997 - Aug. 19B8
Downtown BG - $285/mo * utH. Deposit paid.
Call Meredith for information 352-9912

The Finest Beef
Served Anywhere.

3ummerl
1 bed/m apt. on University Ln $400 includes aH
UtH.
Fan Leaaea -1 year leases
2Lg1 bedrmAptsali17S Proapect $575 inOMN aflat.
2 bedim Townhouse on University Ln $665 «
gas A alec
2 bedrm house, 132 Ada Ave. $850 . util
2 1 bedrm apta on University Ln $425 includes
allud.
3 bedrm. 2 bathe at 221 Lerey $895 • utl.
Call 1S2-M71 for more information

Summer Subieaaers needed lor large house
on Mam St. 372-1057.
Summer sublease/ needed immediately
Own room. rent nag.
Call (419)8980980
Wa need 1 -3 subieaaers tor summer!
y/9T/ dose to campus, great rent.
lots of storage l 2 bdrm townhouse
Call now © 372-6738 Will go last'"
YOUR OWN ROOM! PLUS, SHARE LIV.
ROOM. BATH A KITCHEN W/BGSU GRAD. 4
- MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS RENT $175 .
APPROX $50 AVG. UTI., INC. CABLE.
FREE TUTORING IN MATH/STATS IF BULS
PAID ON TIME. CALL JOHN GALT
©353^2134

Highland
Management
Graduate
Rentals
We'll take
care of you

Best price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartments.

Great
Amenities:

A/C
on site laundry facility
ceramic tile
dishwashers
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. malnt.

6 sites to
choose
from:

1994 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER w/ wind,
shield, street legal, park at bike racks' Like
new, only 1600 mi' ONLY $1.350' 352-0970

Jay-Mar Apts.
The Highlands
The Homestead
McKenzie Rentals
The Farm
Summit Hill

92 Nissan Slanza
RELIABLE. exORlent condi Don
New Ores, asking $6,900 352 2323

Call Todayl
354-6036

1966 E scon LX. auto 4-dr
air/crmse. AMFM caas. good oond.
$2SO0OBO 352 3447

"Be a part of a winning tradition"

It Makes Good Cents
To Donate Plasma
PLASMA IS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!
Save Lives and Earn MoneyL

MONTHLY FEE SCALEg
Receive an average of $100 in
CASH per month!

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALSJ
350 W. Woodruff Avenue • Toledo, OH 43624

255-6772
Donating only takes approximately 45 minutes,
& is completely sterile & safe.

3 BEDROOM DUPLEX 309 N CHURCH ST
2 CAR PORTS W/ADDIThONAL OFF
STREET PARKING $525 . UTI CALL
353-8907

Job Fair
Permanent and/or Seasonal
Apply in Person
Wednesday, May 7th
Noon to 2 p.m.
5 to 7 p.m.
• Room attendants

130 East Washington St.

Management Inc.
353-5800
New New New New New

• Cooks

• Host/Hostess
•Wait Staff
• Front Desk Clerks
Route 53, North Fremont

New Apartments lor Fan 1997
1 bdrm., 710 N. Enterprise Rent •tarts
at $375/mo. ♦ uUaitles
146 North Main

Bowling Green

■ llJJiMMlMll

COMING SOON

6

""le — ^

*^k&3
fe=^^

Donate the allowed twice a week and receiveS^r^^^.. rij
$10.00 on your first donation and
fe^^=?' M
$15.00 on your second donation!
-*£s^-<S
New Donors Receive $20 On
Their First Donation!

»

Sublease/ Needed ASAP
$200/mo - own bedroom 149 S. Proapect.
Summer only -Call Jan 372-3006

2 BEDROOM DUPLEX 311 N CHURCH ST
1 CAR PORT W/ADOmONAL OEF STREET
PARKING $399 » UTI.. CALL 353*907

Call Today for Complete Details!!

1-800-899-8070

403 Ugh Si Apt A BG, 1 bedroom S320/mo
Avail May. CaH Khrlata & 353-2068.

FOR SALE

1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck loaders

Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan

AST Compuiw S monitor. »ss man 1 yr. old.
Exoeaafit oond. Indudoa mooam t Wlndowa
96 t650 0eO CaH 353-5?M.

&\+

NOW
HIRING
For all positions. Drivers earn
$5.00 per hour plus mileage,
tips, meal discounts and
more! Apply at store 1616 E.
Wooster or call us!

35D-OMINO
353-6646
iMiiiiim

Management Inc.
Hiltedalo Apt., Large studios high
vaultod codings, unique Door
plans and carports. 12 month
lease starts at $350.

Management Inc.
Huge 1 bdrm a. 215 E. Pot) Rd.
Laundry on site, lots of parking. Starts
at $340/month .elec

Management Inc.
Efficiency Apis., 21S E Poe Rd . Starts
at $230 All utilities kiduded Half the
security deposit holds It now.

Management Inc.
830 Fourth St Trie Willow House
Is now leasing for next year. 1 bdrm,
gas heat, A/C. starting at $340/montn
For a complete list stop by our
office, 1045 N. Main, or call
353-5800

